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PREFACE 
The relationship between Lie theory-the theory of Lie 
groups, Lie algebras and their representations and special 
functions is by now fairly old. The past five decades have 
witnessed mathematicians showing keen interest in relating Lie 
theory to hypergeometric functions of one and more variables. 
Rich contributions made to this connection between Lie theory 
and special functions have come from the works of Miller [60], 
[69], [70], [66], [62], [63], [68], Vilenkin [94] and Weisner [99], 
to name a few. 
The two branches of mathematics, namely representation 
theory of groups and the theory of special functions go back 
over a century, and their intimate connection has been observed 
since the forties and fifties. Pioneering work was done by 
Bargmann [8], Gel' fand and Sapiro [34] and Wigner [102]. They 
linked the representation theory of the Lorentz group and of the 
rotation group in three dimensional space to hypergeometric 
functions and Jacobi polynomials. Since then, an enormous 
amount of work has been done on this subject also motivated by 
physical models. The state of the art in the sixties has been 
given in the books by Talman [92] and in particular, Vilenkin 
[94], while Miller's book [60] exposed a very different approach. 
Some less comprehensive books or edited volumes have appeared 
(ii) 
afterwards in which newer developments are discussed, for 
instance [6], [28], [33], [40], [54], [68] [93], [98]. In 1990 
(English translation in 1995) Vilenkin and Klimyk wrote a 
pleasant, relatively short introduction [95] to the subject, taking 
in account modern developments. 
The Dissertation comprises of five chapters : 
Chapter 1 is given approximately in the order in which the 
functions are used to obtain the results. This chapter contains the 
basic elements of group representation theory with definitions and 
examples of the Lie groups and Lie algebra and the theory of 
special functions. 
Based on the foundation laid by Miller [24], [26], [56], in 
Chapter 2, we use the differential recurrence relations satisfied by 
the hypergeometric series 2^\ ^"d their generalizations. We 
associate a Lie algebra (dynamical symmetry algebra sl(4)) with 
the generalized hypergeometric functions F and Lauricella 
functions. We show that the representation theory of the Lie 
algebras yields a variety of addition theorems and generating 
relations for each of these families of special functions. 
In Chapter 3, a Lie algebraic technique [84] based on the 
idea of fractional differentiation is evolved for constructing new 
models of representations of the Lie algebra sl(2,c). Some of the 
Lie algebra elements in the new models are differintegral 
(Hi) 
(integral-differential) operators while the basis vectors turn out to 
be solutions of differintegral equations. 
Generally, for discussing the Lie theory of a hypergeometric 
function, the focal point is the differential equation (ordinary or 
partial of which it is a solution. This has to be the case mainly 
in view of the fact that the elements of the symmetry algebra 
associated with the differential equation serve as linear operators 
on its solution space. However, in Chapter 4, for discussing the 
Lie theory of hypergeometric functions, we depart from this 
practice and consider an approach which will be free from 
dependence on a differential equation. 
In the last chapter, we consider the generalized Bessel 
functions [66], [67] and generalized Hermite polynomials [47], 
[68]. We show that the generalized Hermite polynomials of the 
Gould-Hopper type are linked to the multivariables generalized 
Bessel functions. We show that such a formalism encompasses 
both first and second kind Gould-Hopper polynomials and that 
their recurrence properties are straight forwardly derived from 
those of generalized Bessel functions. 
( iv ) 
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CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 Introduction : 
The relationship between Lie theory-the theory of Lie 
groups. Lie algebras and their representations and special 
functions is by now fairly old. The past five decades have 
witnessed mathematicians showing keen interest in relating Lie 
theory to hypergeometric functions of one and more variables. 
Rich contributions made to this connection between Lie theory 
and special functions have come from the works of Miller [60], 
[69], [70], [66], [62], [63], [68], Vilenkin [94] and Weisner [99], 
to name a few. 
The two branches of mathematics, namely representation 
theory of groups and the theory of special functions go back 
over a century, and their intimate connection has been observed 
since the forties and fifties. Pioneering work was done by 
Bargmann [8], Gel' fand and Sapiro [34] and Wigner [102]. They 
linked the representation theory of the Lorentz group and of the 
rotation group in three dimensional space to hypergeometric 
functions and Jacobi polynomials. Since then, an enormous 
amount, of work has been done on this subject also motivated by 
physical models. The state of the art in the sixties has been 
given in the books by Talman [92] and in particular, Vilenkin 
[ 1 ] 
[94], while Miller's book [60] exposed a very different approach. 
Some less comprehensive books or edited volumes have appeared 
afterwards in which newer developments are discussed, for 
instance [6], [28], [33], [40], [54], [68] [93], [98]. In 1990 
(English translation in 1995) Vilenkin and Klimyk wrote a 
pleasant, relatively short introduction [95] to the subject, taking 
in account modern developments. 
In this Chapter, we consider the basic elements of group 
representation theory with definitions and examples of Lie groups 
and Lie algebras and the theory of special functions. However, 
the definitions and examples treated here are only those which 
are used in our work, thereby laying the ground word for 
treatment of problems in the Chapters to follow. 
1.2 Lie Theory and Special Functions : 
Lie Theory : 
The theory of Lie groups was developed by the Norwegian 
mathematician, Sophus Lie in the late nineteenth century in 
connection with his work on systems of differential equations. 
Lie groups arise in the study of solutions of differential 
equations just as finite groups arise in the study of algebraic 
equations. The possibility of solving many differential equations 
which arise in practical problems can often be traced to some 
geometrical or other symmetry property of the problem. Lie 
[ 2 ] 
groups play a fundamental role in many parts of geometry itself 
and have conributed significantly to the development of that 
subject. Thus for many years, Lie theory has been found useful 
in such areas of pure mathematics as the differential geometry of 
symmetric spaces. Conversely, geometrical methods have played a 
dominant role in the structure theory of Lie groups and Lie 
algebras. In applied mathematics. Lie theory remains a powerful 
tool for studying differential equations, special functions and 
perturbation theory. Lie theory finds application not only in 
elementary particle physics and nuclear physics, but also in such 
diverse fields as continuum mechanics, solid-state physics, 
cosmology and control theory. 
The theory of Lie groups is one of the classical well 
established Chapters of mathematics. There is a whole series of 
monographs devoted to it. This theory made its first appearance 
at the end of the last century in the works of S.Lie, whose aim 
was to apply algebraic methods to the theory of differential 
equations and to geometry. During the past one hundrend years, 
the concepts and methods of the theory of Lie groups entered 
into many areas of mathematics and theoretical physics and 
became inseparable from them. 
An analytic group is a topological group which is given a 
priori as a manifold; a Lie group (atleast.when it is connected) 
is a topological group which can be endowed with a structure of 
[3 ] 
manifold in such a way that it becomes an analytic group. It is 
shown that if this is possible the manifold structure in question 
is uniquely determined, so that connected Lie groups and analytic 
groups are in reality the same things defined in different ways. 
The theory of Lie groups lies at the junction of the theories 
of differentiable manifolds, topological groups and Lie algebras. 
In keeping with current trends, when dealing with manifolds (and 
hence with Lie groups) a coordinate -free notation is used, thus 
removing the necessity for tedious juggling of indices and then 
adding to the clarity and intuitiveness of the theory. In the case 
of Lie groups, particular emphasis is placed upon results and 
technique which educe the interplay between a Lie group and its 
Lie algebra. 
During the past few years, a number of important results 
have been obtained in harmonic analysis on compact groups and 
compact Lie groups by using the structure of these groups. The 
main theorem for Lie groups is that if G is a compact connected 
Lie group, then G is topologically isomorphic to 
(Go ^ G,x X GJ /k 
where GQ is the identity component of the centre of G, the G 
(j=l,....m) are all simple, connected, normal Lie subgroups of G, 
and K is finite subgroup of the centre of the product. As a 
corollary, a similar structure theorem is given in which the G 
r 4 1 
are also simply connected. This latter result is then generalized 
to arbitrary compact connected groups. 
The theory of semi-simple Lie groups, the triumphant 
accomplishment of Lie and Killing, of E.Cartan and Weyl is 
surely among the most beautiful of mathematical theories. It is a 
theory of the most perfect abstract type : setting forth from a 
broad general definition, the analysis succeeds in enumerating all 
its instances. The objects of the Lie theory therefore constitute 
the sole possible groups of symmetry of many other algebraic, 
analytic, geometric and physical theories so that the Lie theory is 
not merely elegant, but consequential also. 
Applications of the theory of Lie groups. Lie algebras and 
their representations are many and varied. This is a rapidly 
growing field through which one can bring to bear many 
powerful methods of modern mathematics. 
Special Functions : 
The special functions are the classes of functions listed in 
(l)-(4) (other terms, such as higher transcendental functions, are 
sometimes used). (1) The gamma function and related functions; 
(2) Fresnel's integral, the error function, the logarithmic integral, 
and other functions that can be expressed as indefinite integrals 
of elementary functions; (3) elliptic functions; (4) solutions of 
linear ordinary differential equations of the second order derived 
[ 5 ] 
by separating certain partial differential equations e.g., Laplace's 
equation, in various curvilinear coordinates. 
(1) The Gamma Function : 
The function r(x) was defined by L. Euler (1729) as the 
infinite product 
xn-il^  n) y n.) 
Legendre later called it the gamma function or Euler's 
integral of the second kind. The latter name is based on the fact 
that for positive real x, we have 
r(x) = JJ e-*t""'dt 
This function satisfies the functional relation 
r(x+i) = xr(x), 
and hence for positive integral x, we have 
r(x+i) = x! 
C.F. Gauss denoted the function r(x+l) by x!, even when x is 
not a positive integer. The function x! is also called the factorial 
function. 
[ 6 ] 
2. Functions of Confluent Type : 
If some singularities of an ordinary differential equation of 
Fuchsian type are confluent to each other, we obtain a confluent 
differential equation whose solutions are called functions of 
confluent type. The equations that appear frequently in practical 
problems are the confluent hypergeometric differential equations. 
d'w , d^w (1) z—y-+(Y-z)-—aw=0 
dz dz 
Equation (1) corresponds to the hypergeometric differential 
equation for which a regular singular point coincides with the 
point at infinity and is an irregular singular point of class 1. For 
(1), z=0 is a regular singular point. 
3. Elliptic Functions : 
Let (|>(z) be a polynomial in z of degree 3 or 4 with 
complex coefficients and R(z,w), a rational function in z and w. 
Then R(z,yJ^{z) ) is called an elliptic irrational function. An 
integral of the type jRdz is called an elliptic integral. The origin 
of the name comes from the integral that appeared in calculating 
the are length of an ellipse. Any elliptic integral may be 
expressed by a suitable change of variables as a sum of 
elementary functions and elliptic integral of the following three 
kinds : 
[ 7 ] 
f dz f ll-k'z' f dz 
J^d-z-xi-kV)' J l l w * ^ '"<* J(i-a'z'W(i-z=xi-kV) 
These three kinds of integrals are called elliptic integrals of 
the first, second and third kind respectively, in Legendre - Jacobi 
standard form. 
Class (4) is further divided into the following three types, 
according to the character of the singular points of the 
differential equations of which the functions are solutions. 
(a) Special functions of Hypergeometric type : are solutions of 
differential equations with three regular singular points on the 
Riemann sphere. Examples are the hypergeometric function and 
the Legendre function. Any function of this type reduces to a 
hypergeometic function through a simple transformation. 
(b) Special functions of Confluent type : are solutions of 
differential equations that are derived from hypergeometric 
differential equations by the confluence of two regular singular 
points, that is by making one of the regular singular points tend 
to the other one so that the resulting singularity is an irregular 
singular point of class 1. 
(c) Special functions of ellipsoidal type : are solutions of 
differential equations with four or five regular singular points, 
some of which may be confluent to become irregular singular 
[ 8 ] 
points. Examples are Lame functions, Mathieu functions and 
Spheroidal wave functions. In contrast to type (a) and (b), 
functions of type (c) are difficult to characterize by means of 
difference-differential equations and have not been fully explored. 
Sometimes the term special function in its narrow sense is not 
applied to them. 
1.3 Lie Groups and Lie Algebras : 
We are familiar with the concept of a (global) Lie group : 
A Lie group is both an abstract group and an analytic manifold 
such that the operations of group multiplication and group 
inversion are analytic with respect to the manifold structure 
(Hamermesh [38], Helgason [41], Pontrjagin [80], Eisenhart [29]). 
We shall mainly be concerned with groups which are defined 
and analytic only in some neighbourhood of the group identity 
element, that is, with local Lie groups. 
Let c " be the space of complex n-tuples g=(g,,g2,--,gn), 
where gjCC for i=l,2,....,n, and define the origin e of c " by 
e=(0,0,...,0). Suppose V is an open set in c " containing e. 
Local Lie Group : 
A complex n-dimensional local Lie group G in the 
neighbourhood V c c " is determined by a function. 
<|) : C " x c " - > C" such that. 
[ 9 ] 
(i) (l)(g,h)eC" for all g, heV. 
(ii) (t)(g,h) is analytic in each of its 2n arguments. 
(iii) If (f»(g,h)eV, (|)(h,k)eV, then 
(|)((|)(g,h),k) = (|)(g,(|)(h,k)). 
(iv) (|)(e,g) =g, <j)(g,e) = g for all geV. 
Note : 
1. A local Lie group is not necessarily a group in the usual 
sense. However, the group axioms are satisfied for elements in a 
sufficiently small neighbourhood of e. 
2. In particular, a neighbourhood of the identity element of a 
global Lie group is a local Lie group. 
Tangent Vector : 
Let G be a local Lie group and let t->g(t) =(gi(t), gjCt),...., 
gn(t)), tGC, be an analytic mapping of a neighbourhood of 0€C 
into V such that that g(0)=e. We can consider such a mapping to 
be a complex analytic curve in G passing through e. The tangent 
vector to g(t) at e is the vector 
(1.3.1) a = ^g(t)/t = 0 
d / X d , . d , ^ 
/.=o^C" 
[ 10] 
Every vector a e c" is the tangent vector at e for some 
analytic curve. In particular the curve 
(1.3.2) at = (ajt, ttjt, ,a„t), 
has the tangent vector 
(1.3.3) a = (ttp ttj , a j at e. 
If g(t), h(t) are analytic curves in G with g(0)=h(0)=e and 
tangent vectors a,P at e respectively, then the analytic curve 
g(t)h(t) has tangent vector a+p at e. Here, the plus sign (+) 
refers to the usual vector addition in c , and the analytic curve 
g'^(t) has the tangent vector -a at e. 
Commutator : 
Let g(t), h(t) be analytic curves in G with g(0)=h(0)=e and 
tangent vectors a,P at e, respectively. We define the commutator 
or Lie product [a,p] of a and p to be the tangent vector at e of 
the analytic curve. 
(1.3.4) k(t) =g(T)h(t)g-» (T) h-» (t) , t=T2 
Thus, 
(1.3.5) [a,p] = ^^(g(T)h(x)g-HT)h-Hx)/x=0. 
The commutator has the properties : 
[ 11 ] 
(i) [a.p] = -[p,a], 
(1.3.6) (ii) [aa+bp,Y] = a[a,y]+b[p,y], 
(iii) [[a,P],Y] + [[P.Yl.a] + [[Y.a],P] = 0, 
where a,bec and a.p.yec". 
Lie Algebra : 
A complex abstract Lie algebra ^ is a complex vector space 
together with a multiplication [a,p]G ^ defined for all a,pG ^i 
such that the above conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. 
Further, the Lie algebra L(G) of the local Lie group G is 
the set of all tangent vectors at e equipped with the operations 
of vector addition and Lie product. 
Clearly, L(G) is a complex abstract Lie algebra. 
One Parameter Subgroup : 
A one-parameter subgroup of a local Lie group G is an 
analytic curve g(t) in G defined in some neighbourhood U of 
Oec such that 
(1.3.7) g(ti)g(t2)=g(ti+t2); tptj, ti+tjsU . 
For each aeL(G), there is a unique one-parameter subgroup. 
(1.3.8) g(t) = exp (at). 
[ 12 ] 
with tangent vector a. Furthermore, every one-parameter subgroup 
(1.3.8) is of the form (1.3.7). In particular, if L(G) is a Lie 
algebra of matrices, then 
OS « J B * i 
(1.3.9) exp (at) = S 7«'. 
j-O J-
It should be noted that one-parameter subgroup is not a 
subset but a mapping. 
Local Lie Transformation Group : 
Let G be an n-dimensional local Lie group and U an open 
set in c"- Suppose there is given a mapping F:UxG-»c'" and 
write F(x,g)=xge c"" for xeU, geG. 
G acts on the manifold U as a local Lie transformation 
group if the mapping F satisfies the conditions : 
(i) xg is analytic in the coordinates of x and g; 
(ii) xe = x; 
(iii) If xgeU then (xg)g'=x(gg'), g,g'eG. 
Here e is the identity element of G and xeU is designated 
by its coordinates x=(xj, X2,....,Xj^ ). 
Examples 
We list some examples of Lie groups and Lie algebras. 
[ 13 ] 
Example (1.3.1) : 
The nxn complex general linear group GL(n,c) is a set of 
all nxn non singular matrices having their entries in c • The 
group operation being matrix multiplication. We can write the 
element XeGL (n,C)) as 
(1.3.10) X= 
1+Xj, X,j Xj^ 
^1\ ^'^^2 ^2n 
X , X , 1+X 
_ nl ii2 nn 
=E„ +(Xjj), l<i, j<n. 
where E^ is the corresponding unit matrix. Identifying E^^ with 
the origin e of c"^, we parametrize X in the form. 
(1.3.11) X=<Xi>=(x,„ ,xjj . x j e c ' ^ ' . 
The fact that X is non singular necessitates that <Xjj> be in 
a suitably small neighbourhood, say U of e. Let X=<Xjj>, 
Y=<Yj.> and Z =<Z^>. We can find a neighbourhood V of e, 
V C U, such that for <Xi>, <Yi> eV, the parameters Z^ are 
analytic functions of Xj. and Yjj. With respect to the 
neighbourhood V, the associative property of the local Lie group 
can easily be verified. 
Thus GL(n,c) is an n^-dimensional complex local Lie group. 
GL(n,c) is also a global Lie group. 
In particular, the 2x2 complex general linear group GL(2,c) 
[ 14 ] 
(sometimes denoted by G(1,0)) is the set of all 2x2 non singular 
matrices. 
(1.3.12) g= 
a h' 
c d , a,b,c,d,€C, and ad-bc^ ^O 
where the group operation is matrix multiplication. Clearly, the 
identity element of GL(2,c) is the matrix. 
e = 
'1 0> 
0 L 
In a neighbourhood of e in GL (2 ,c ) , we can introduce 
coordinates for the group element g by setting 
(1.3.13) g=(gi, gj, g3, g4) = (a-1, b, c, d-1) 
With this coordinate system, it is easy to verify that 
GL(2 ,c ) is a four dimensional complex local Lie group. 
GL(2,c) is also a global Lie group. 
The Lie algebra L [GL(n,c)]=gl(n,c) is the space of all 
complex nxn matrices with the Lie product defined by 
(1.3.14) [a,p] = aP-pa 
In particular, gl(2,c) is a Lie algebra of dimension four. The 
elements 
(1.3.15) j +_ 
0^ -1 
.0 0. , J"= 
'0 0\ 
. - 1 o J ' - ' ' " 
fVi 0 
^ . -
_l/,l' ^ 0 -V2) 
(\ o~ 
vO \j 
[ 15 ] 
obeying the commutation relations. 
D'j"]=r, u'j-]=-j-, rj-]=2j3 
(1.3.16) 
[€,f ]=[e.r] = [e,y] = e 
where e is the 2x2 matrix all of whose components are zero, 
form a basis for gl(2,c) in the sense that every aegl(2 ,c) can 
be written uniquely in the form. 
a=aij'^+aj-+aj^+a46, a^ aj, 33, a4 eC-
Example (1.3.2) 
The special linear group SL(n,c) defined by 
(1.3.17) SL (n,c) = {XeGL (n,c) : det X=l} 
is an (n^-l)-dimensional complex local Lie group. 
Clearly, SL(n,c) is a subgroup of GL(n,c)- In particular, 
the 2x2 complex special linear group SL(2,c) is the abstract 
matrix group of all 2x2 non-singular matrices. 
/ . 
(1.3.18) g = 
b^ 
[c i] , a, b, c, d€C 
such that det g=l. Clearly, SL (2,c) is a subgroup of GL(2,c). 
We can introduce coordinates for a group element g in a 
neighbourhood of the identity e of SL(2,c) by setting. 
(1.3.19) g=(g„ g ,^ g3) = (a-1, b, c). 
[ 16] 
Here, d= . In terms of these coordinates, SL (2 , c ) is a 
a 
three-dimensional local Lie group. It is also a global Lie group. 
The Lie algebra L[SL(n, c )]=sl(n, c ) is the space of complex 
nxn matrices of trace zero with the Lie product [a,3] defined by 
(L3.14). 
In particular, sl(2,C) is a Lie algebra of dimension three. 
The elements. 
(1.3.20) J -
0^ 
.0 
-r 
0. . j"= 
0^ 0^  
<-i o> .p= 
V2 0 ' 
,0 -> / . , 
obeying the commutation relations 
(1.3.21) u^ n=}\ \Ps]=-y, D^j-]=2j^ 
form a basis for sl(2,c). 
Example (1.3.3) : 
The abstract group G(0,1) consiss of all 4x4 matrices of the 
form 
(1.3.22) g= 
1 ce a T 
0 e' b 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
, a, b, exec 
[ 17] 
where the group operation is matrix multiplication. It is easy to 
verify that G(0,1) is infact a group. Indeed, 
(1.3.23) g-' = 
''l -c -a+bc -T^ 
0 e"' -e"'b 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 ) 
eG(0,l) 
(1.3.24) gjgj = 
1 
0 
0 
0 
(c,+e-^"c,)e^^'"'' a,+a,+c,b,e^' t,+x, 
gCt,-:) b,+e''b, 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
where g,, and gj are matrices of the form (1.3.22). We can 
introduce coordinates for the element g in G(0,1) by setting. 
(1.3.25) g = (a,b,c,T) 
Thus, G(Oil) is a complex four-dimensional Lie group. In 
this case, the above coordinates are valid over the entire group 
and not just in a neighbourhood of the identity. The group 
G(0,1) is said to be simply connected. 
The Lie algebra L[G(0,1)] can be identified v^th the space 
of 4x4 matrices of the form. 
(1.3.26) a= 
0 Xj x^ Xj 
0 X3 X, 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
, X j , X2, X j , X^ E C 
[ 18 ] 
with Lie product [a,p]=ap-pa, a,peL[G(0,l)] The matrices 
r= 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
. j " = 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
(1.3.27) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
r 
0 
0 
0 
, € = 
0 0 1 0 
, . . . . 0 0 0 0 
j = 
- - - - 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
with commutation relations 
(1.3.28) 
[ e , r ] = [6j-] = [€,j3] = e . 
where e is the 4x4 zero matrix, form a basis for L[G(0,1)]. 
Example (1.3.4) 
The matrix group T3 is the set of all 4x4 matrices. 
(1.3.29) g= 
ri 0 0 T^  
0 e"' 0 c 
0 0 e' b 
0 0 0 ly 
, b ,c , tec 
The inverse of geT, is given by 
[ 19 ] 
(1.3.30) g-i = 
n 0 0 
0 e' 0 
0 0 e"' 
^0 0 0 
- T 
-e^c 
-e"^b 
1 
and the product g^gj by 
n 0 
(1.3.31) gig2 
0 e"^ '-^ ^ 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
T +T 
c,+e"'C2 
e^'"' b,+e^'b, 
0 1 
where gj and gj are matrices of the form (1.3.29). We can 
establish a coordinate system for T3 by assigning to geTj the 
coordinates 
(1.3.32) g=(b, c, T) 
T3 is clearly a three-dimensional complex local Lie group. 
Moreover, the above coordinates can be extended over all of C"'. 
Thus T3 has the topology of c^ and is simply connected. 
The Lie algebra ^ =L(T3) can be identified with the space 
of matrices of the form. 
(1.3.33) a= 
fO 0 0 X3 ^ 
0 -X3 0 X, 
0 0 X3 X, 
0 0 0 0 
Xj,X2,X3€ C 
[20 ] 
where the Lie product is [a,p]=ap-pa, a , p e ^ . A basis for .^ 3 
is provided by the matrices. 
(1.3.34) f = 
'0 0 0 0^  
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0^ 0 0 0^  
. j"= 
'0 0 0 0' 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0^ 0 0 0^  
. j^= 
'0 0 o r 
0 - 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0^ 0 0 0^  
with commutation relations 
(1.3.35) [j\n=}\ U\ y]=-y, [ j^ j-]=e. 
Classical Groups : 
Let K be one of the following fields : either the field R of 
real numbers, or the field c of complex numbers. 
(i) GL(n,k) is the group of invertible nx n matrices with terms 
in K. 
(ii) SL(n,K) = {A6GL(n,k): det A=l}. 
(iii) GL^(n,R) = (AeOL (n.R) : det A>0}. 
(iv) A(n,k) = {AeGL(n,k): A -diagonal matrix}. 
(v) T(n,K) = {A€GL(n,k): A -upper triangular matrix} 
(where matrix A=[ajJ] is upper triangular if ajj =0 for j>i.) 
(vi) 0(n ,c) is the subgroup of GL(n,c) consisting of orthogonal 
matrices. 
[ 21 1 
(vii) 0(n,R) is the subgroup of GL(n,R) consisting of orthogonal 
matrices. 
(viii) SO(n,R) = SL(n,R)nO(n,R), the rotation group. 
(ix) SO (n,c) = SL(n.c) n 0(n,C) 
(x) Sp(n,c) is the subgroup of SL(2n,c) that leaves invariant a 
given non degenerate skew-symmetric form. 
(xi) U(n) is the unitary subgroup of GL(n,c)-
(xii)SU(n) = U(n)nSL (n,c). 
1.4 Representation Theory : 
The primary tools needed to deduce our results are 
multiplier representations of local Lie groups and representations 
of Lie algebras by generalized Lie derivatives. Special functions 
occur as matrix elements and basis vectors corresponding to 
multiplier representations of local Lie groups. 
Local Multiplier Representation : 
Let G be a local Lie transformation group acting on an 
open neighbourhood U of c"*, OeU and let CI be the set of all 
complex-valued functions on U analytic in a neighbourhood of 0. 
A (local) multiplier representation T^  of G on CI with multiplier 
V, consists of a mapping T^(g) of CI onto CI defined for geG, 
feCl by [T*'(g)f|(x)=v(x,g)f(xg), X€U, where v(x,g) is a complex-
[ 2 2 ] 
valued function analytic in x and g, such that 
(i) v(x,e) = 1, all xeU, 
(ii) vCx.gjgj) = v(x,gi)v(xgi,g2), gi.gj, gigz^G. 
Property (ii) is equivalent to the relation 
[T^(g,g2)f](x) = [T-(g,)(T-(g2)f)](x) 
Generalized Lie Derivative: 
The generalized Lie derivative D^^^f of an analytic function 
f(x) under the one-parameter group exp (at) is the analytic 
function 
(1.4.1) D„f (x) = •|[TV(exp at) )f] (x)/t=0 
For v=l, the generalized Lie derivative becomes the ordinary 
Lie derivative. 
The generalized Lie derivatives of a local Lie transformation 
group form a Lie algebra under the operations of addition of 
derivatives and Lie product. 
ID , D„l = D Do-D„D . 
L a ' pJ a p p a 
This algebra is a homomorphic image of L(G): 
Da.p= D„+Dp. Df„^ p, = [D„,Dp], D,„=aD„. 
[23 ] 
Theorem (1.4.1) 
Let 
Dj(x) = S Pji(x) ^+P j (x ) . j=1.2, ,n, 
be a set of n linearly independent differential operators defined 
and analytic in an open set UCc"- If there exist constants C'jj^  
such that 
[D., D,] = DjD,.D,Dj = I C j^^ D, 1 < j , k < n, 
then the complex linear combinations of the D. form a Lie 
algebra which is the algebra of generalized Lie derivatives of an 
effective local multiplier representation T^. The action of the 
group is obtained by integration of the equations. 
-Xj(t) = L ttjPji (x(t)). Xi(0) = XjO; i=l, 2,.....m, 
(1-4-2) d '"' ^ 
-v(xO, exp (at))=v(xO, exp (at)) L ajPj(x(t)), 
v(xO,e)=l, 
where x(t) = x° exp (at), a€L(G). 
Representation of Lie algebra : 
Let V be a vector space over the field F. (F is either the 
real numbers, R or the complex numbers, C). Let ^ be a Lie 
algebra over F and denote by .^V), the space of all linear 
operators on V. 
A representation of ^ on V is a homomorphism p: e^i?(V). 
That is, p satisfies the conditions 
(i) p ( a ) e ^ ( V ) for all a s ^, 
(ii) p([a,p]) = [p(a), p(P)], 
(iii) p(aa+bp) = ap(a)+bp(p), a, beF, a,pe S 
A subspace W of V is said to be invariant under p if 
p(a)weW for all a e ^, weW. A representation p of ^ on V is 
reducible if there is a proper subspace W of V which is 
invariant under p, and p is irreducible if there is no proper 
subspace W of V which is invariant under p. 
Representation of L(03): 
The rotation group O3 in 3-dimensional space is the group 
of real 3x3 matrices A such that AA*=I and det A=+l 
(Hamermesh [38]). Here A* is the transpose of A and I is the 
3x3 identity matrix. O3 is a real 3-parameter Lie group. The real 
Lie algebra L(03) has a basis j p J2, J3 with commutation 
relations. 
(1-4.3) [Ji, jj] = J3, [J3, Ji]=J2, [J2. J3] =Ji-
r 25 1 
Let p be a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of 
LCOj) on the complex vector space V and define the operators 
Jj, Jj, J3 on V by pCJjj) =J^, k=l,2,3. These operators generate a 
Lie algebra which is a homomorphic image of L(03). However, 
we can use the operators J*, J", J ;^ 
(1.4.4) J3=ij3, r = -Jj+iJi, J-=J2+iJi (i=V-l) 
The commutation relations become 
[j3,r] = r , [p, J-] = -J-, [ r , j-] = ip 
where now [AB] = AB-BA 
Representations of the Lie algebra ^a,b) : 
The Lie algebra ^(a,b) which for any pair of complex 
numbers (a,b) is a 4-dimensional complex Lie algebra generated 
by the basis elements j'^J*;j'',e satisfying. 
(1.4.5) 
where ^ is the additive identity element. In particular, we have 
the following isomorphisms. 
^l,0)=sl(2)+(6). ^0,l)=L[g(0,l)] , 
(1.4.6) 
$^0,0)=L(T3)+(6), 
where (e) is the 1-dimensional Lie algebra generated by e. 
We also note that ([60]; p.37 (Lemma 2.1)) 
[ 2 6 ] 
(1.4.7) ^a,b)= -
^1,0) if a^ iO, 
^0,1) if a=0, b9t0, 
[^0,0) if a=b=0. 
Now, let p be a representation of ^a ,b) on the complex 
vector space V and set 
(1.4.8) r = PU^), J-=pa-). J^=Pa^). E=p(e) 
Then, p being Lie algebra representation, the operators J"^ , 
J", J ,^ E obey the same relations as (1.4.5). 
Define the spectrum S of J^  to be the set of eigenvalues of 
J^ . The multiplicity of the eigen value XeS is the dimension of 
the eigen space v^, 
V^= {veV: 3h=X\}. 
We shall analyze the irreducible representation of ^a,b) and 
for each such representation, we find a basis of V consisting of 
eigenvectors of J ,^ that is, we shall classify all representations p 
of ^a,b) satisfying the conditions: 
(i) p is irreducible 
(1.4.9) 
(ii) Each eigen value of J-' has multiplicity equal to 
one. There is a countable basis for V consisting of eigenvectors 
of P. 
The basic justification for the above requirements is that 
they quickly lead to connections between ^a ,b ) and certain 
special functions. 
[ 2 7 ] 
Here, our object is to test all the possibilities of p. The 
following remarks will be helpful for this purpose: 
(A) Define the operator C,^ on V by 
(1.4.10) C,,, = rj-+a2j3j3.a2j3.bj3E. 
It is easy to check that C, j, commutes with every operator 
p(a), a e ^a,b). Thus, 
(1.4.11) [C3„, n=[C,,^^ J-]=[C3,b,J^]=[C,,b3]=0,' 
and that C, =^X,I where I is the identity operator and X is a 
constant depending on p. 
(B) The spectrum S is connected subset of C. 
(C) The representation p of ^a,b) is uniquely determined by the 
constants X,\x and the spectrum S of J^ . 
Theorem (1.4.2) 
Every representation of ^0,0) which satisfies (1.4.7) and for 
which J"^ J"^ 0 on V is isomorphic to a representation Q'^ ((o,mjj) 
defined for jx,Q),mQeC such that (n^O and 0<Re m^,<l. S =m^+n: 
n an integer}. For each representation Q '^(a),mj,) there is a basis 
for V consisting of vectors f^ ,^ meS, such that 
J^f„=mf„, Ef„=iif„, 
(1.4.12) r f „ = cof^,. J-f„=cof„.,. 
[ 2 8 ] 
Theorem (1.4.3) 
Every representation of ^0 ,1 ) satisfying (1.4.7) and for 
which E?iO is isomorphic to a representation in the following list: 
(i) The representations R((o,mj,,)ii) defined for all co, m^,^e c 
such that H9t0, 0<Re niQ < l , and (o+nio is not an integer. 
S={mo+n: n an integer}. 
(ii) The representations t^,^ defined for all (o,fxec such that 
1^7^ 0. S={-co+n: n a non negative integer}. 
For each of the cases (i) and (ii), there is basis of V 
consisting of vectors f„ defined for each meS such that 
^% = mf„, Ef„ = Mf„, 
(1.4.13) r f „ = nf„,,. J-f„ = (m+CD)f„.i, 
(iii) The representations 4^^^  defined for all co, (xec such that 
^;tO. S={-co-l-n: n a non negative integer}. 
For each of the representations, there is a basis of V 
consisting of vectors f^  defined for each meS such that 
J^f„ = mf^, Ef„ = -Lif„, 
(1.4.14) rf^ = .(m+co+l)f„,i, J-f„ = |if„.„ 
Co., f„ = (rJ--Ej3)f, = -HO)f„. 
[ 29 1 
Theorem (1.4.4) 
Every representation p of ^1,0) satisfying conditions (1.4.7) 
is isomorphic to a representation in the following list : 
(i) The representations D '^(u,mjj) defined for all complex jn.u.m ,^ 
such that m^+u, m^ -^u are not integers and 0<Re ra^<\. S={m^+n: 
n an integer}. D*^ (u,mg) and D>*(-u-l,mJ are isomorphic. 
(ii) The representations T^,)a,uec, where 2u is not a non 
negative integer. S={-u+n: n a non negative integer}. 
(iii) The representations il,]x, u e C , where 2u is not a non 
negative integer. S={u-n:n a non negative integer}. 
(iv) The representations D**(2u) where 2u is a non negative 
integer. S={u,u-1, —,-u+l, -u}. 
For each of these representations, there is a basis of V 
consisting of vectors f^ , defined for each meS such that 
(1.4.15) J-f„ = -(m+u)f„.„ Ef„ = nf^. 
C,.ofm = (rj-+J^J^-J^)f„, = u(u+l)f^. 
1.5 Hypergeometric Functions : 
The hypergeometric series jFj (a,p;y;x) is defined by 
[ 3 0 ] 
(1.5.1) 2^1 («.P;Y;X) = y ^"^°^^^°''° > M<i 
t^ (y)„ n! 
where a.p.y are complex numbers and y is not a negative 
integer. 
The Pochhammer symbol (a)^, where a denotes any number, 
real or complex and n any integer positive, negative or zero, is 
defined by 
(1.5.2) (a)„ = • 
1 , if n=0 
a(a+l) (a+n-1), if n>l. 
and 
(1.5.3) (a).„ = ( ^ for n<0 
In particular, (1)^ ^ =n!. Hence the symbol (a)^ is also 
referred to as the factorial function. 
In terms of Gamma functions, we have 
r(a+n) 
(1.5.4) (a)„ = -fia)'' " ' '^ ' "^' "^'• 
where for Re z>0, the function r(z) is defined in terms of the 
integral 
r(z) = [ e-* t^ -^  dt 
[31 ] 
Furthermore, the binomial coefficient may be expressed as 
(1.5.5) 'cxVa(a-l).......(a-ii+l)^(-l)°(-«)n 
n J n! n! 
Equation (1.5.4) also yields 
(1-5-6) (a)„^„ = ( a ) J a+m)„ 
Also, 
(-l)'(a) 
0-5.7) (a)„., = ( ^ i ; ^ . 0<k<n, 
For a=l 
(-l)'n! 
(1.5.8) (n-k)! = ~(I^, 0<k<n 
which may be written in the form 
(1.5.9) (-n), = 
i-iU 
,O^k^n (n-k)! 
0 , k>n 
jF, (a,p;Y;x) is a solution, regular at x=0, of the hypergeometric 
differential equation 
(1.5.10) x(l-x) ^+[Y-(a+p+l)x] ^ - a p u = 0 
whee a, P and y are independent of x. This is a homogeneous 
r 32 1 
linear differential equation of the second order and has atniost 
three singularities o, oo and 1 which are all regular [53]. 
Generalized Hypergeometric Function : 
We define a generalized hypergeometric function by 
(1.5.11) pFq 
ttpttj, ,a^; p 
X 
p 
. y jsiliil 2L 
"=o n(p.) ^ 
H 
where (a^\ is Pochhammer symbol given by 
_ r(a,+n) 
("i)n - r(a.) 
and p and q are positive integers or zero. The numerator 
parameters a j , a j , ,a and the denominator parameters 
PpP2,....,3q take on complex values, provided that pj^'O, - 1 , 
-2, ; j=l,2,....,q. 
An application of the elementary ratio test to the power 
series on the right in (1.5.11) shows at once that : 
(i) If p<q; the series converges for all finite x 
(ii) If p=q+l, the series converges for |x|<l and diverges for 
|x|>l. 
(iii) If p>q+l the series diverges for x^ ^O. If the series 
terminates, there is no question of convergence, and the 
r 33 1 
conclusions (ii) and (iii) do not apply. 
(iv) If p=q+l, the series in (1.5.11) is absolutely convergent on 
the circle |x|=l if 
\H ^^ J 
Confluent Hypergeometric Function : 
Since, the Gauss function 2F1 (a, p; y; x) is a solution of 
the differential equation (1.5.10), replacing x by x/p in (1.5.10) 
we have 
(1.5.12) x(l-x/p) -^•^[y<^+-p-)^] - ecu = 0 
Obviously, jFj (a,p;Y;x/p) is a solution of (1.5.12) 
As p->oo 
(1.5.13) i ^ j F i («.P;Y; ^ P ) = 1^ 1 i^-^r,^) 
is a solution of differential equation 
(1.5.14) x | ^ + ( y - x ) ^ . a u = 0 
The function 
(1.5.15) jF, (a; Y; x) = Z ^ ^ " ^ 
[ 3 4 ] 
is called the Confluent Hypergeometric function or Kummer's 
function given by E.E. Kummer in 1836 [58]. 
Appell's Function : 
In 1880, Appell [5] has defined the following four double 
series of second order. 
(1.5.16) F, [a.b,c;d;x,y] = L^ (^. ,„, 
(1.5.17) Fj [a,b,c;d.e;x,y] = 2 (^j (^ j ^^, (a)^(b)„(c)„x™y 
iii.n«0 
V (a)„(b)„(c)„(d)„xV 
(1..5.18) F3 [a,b,c,d;e;x,y] = L ,.. _,_, 
11.4.-0 Vc;_+-m!n' . 
(1.5.19) F, [a,b;c,d;x,y] = Z ^ ^ 
Horn Functions : 
In the year 1931, J. Horn defined the following ten 
hypergeometric functions of two variables and denoted them by 
G p ^2, G3, H j , jH^ 
(1.5.20) Gi[a,3.P';x;y] = J (aU(P)„-JP')„.„^^ 
niJ»=0 " 1 ! " ! 
|x|<r, |y|<s, r+s=l; 
[ 35 ] 
x^y" (1.5.21) G,[a,a',p,p'; x,y]= S («)«(«')n(P)n-m(3V„-T^ 
|x| < 1. |y| < 1; 
(1.5.22) G3 [a,a';x.y] = S («)2„-»(a')2™-„-^' 
|x|<r, |y|<s, 27r2s2+18rs±4(r-s)-l=0; 
(1.5.23) Hi[a,P,Y;5;x.y] = L^ ^^ :^-^> 
m.n-0 
2. |x|<r, |y|<s, 4rs=(s-l)^ 
(1.5.24) H,[a,P.Y,S;e;x,y]=I^ ^ ^"^ " ^ - ^ . 
|x|<r, |y|<s, (r+l)s =1; 
(1.5.25) H3[a,P.Y;x.y] = L^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ , , 
V' |x|<r, |y|<s, r+ |s--1=1/4; 
(1.5.26) H,[a.P;Y,5; x, y] = L^ ^.^^ ^ ^ , . 
|x|<r, |y|<s, 4r=(s-l)2; 
(1.5.27) H5[a.P;Y;x,y]=L^ ^^ ^^  ^ ^ , , 
r 361 
|x|<r, |y|<s, 16r2-36rs±(8r-s+27rs2)+l=0; 
°o m n 
(1.5.28) H,[a,P,y;x,y] = ^^ {a),^J^\,^(y\ ^ ^ . 
lx|<r, lyl<s, rs2+s-l=0; 
(1.5.29) H7[a,p.Y;5;x,y] = L^ ^^ : ^ ^ . 
|x|<r, ly|<s, 4r=(s-^-l)2. 
The Lauricella Functions : 
The Lauricella functions are many variable generalizations of 
the hypergeometric series j ^ i [83], [12]. They fall into four 
classes: 
(1.5.30) FJa;Pi p^; YJ ,y„; Xi ,x j 
« (a) (3,) (3 ) x"" x"^  
• ^ m„-« (Yi)m, (Y„)„\. m,! mj 
|x,|+ +lxj<l, 
(1.5.31) Fg [tti a„; pj p„; y; x^, , x j 
(«l).n. («n)n,(Pl)n.. (Pn)«. X '^ X:" 
= £ 2 
",-0 m.-0 (Y)m,+_.^m„ «^' ^J 
|xil<l ,|xj<l-
(1.5.32) Fc [a;p;yi, y„; Xj, x j 
[ 3 7 ] 
m,+ +m„ '»i * 
= 2 j; 
m,-0 in„-0 W i / m ^ 'T^n'm, m,! m ! 
1 n 
1X11'/^+. •+Kr<u 
and 
(1.5.33) FD[a;Pi, p„;y; x,, ,x j 
m,=0 m„=0 
(a) (B.) (3 ) x"' x"" 
(Y) m,+—+in„ m,! mj 
|Xi|<l.....,|xJ<l-
Kampe-de-Feriet's Function : 
Kampe-de-Feriet's double hypergeometric function, denoted by 
F^J:„, is defined as follows : 
(1.5.34) Fj|_J 
( a j : (b^); (d,) 
(e,) : (g^); (h„) 
X. y 
= s [(aJU [(b^)], [(d,)]„ x" y-
^^ [(eH)U [(go)]„ [(hH)]„ m! n! 
where (a^) abbreviates the array of A parameters a^ aj, ,a^, 
[(aA)]m+n denotes the product (ai)„^„ (aA)m+n and 
B 
[(bB)]in=H(bi)m ^ t h similar interpretation for (e^), (g^) etc. 
[ 38 ] 
1.6 Some Special Cases of Hypergeometric Functions : 
The most important special functions are the hypergeometric 
functions. Indeed, all the other special functions and many 
elementary functions, are just special cases of the hypergeometric 
function. 
In this Section, we show the intimate relationships which 
exist between the hypergeometric functions and other special 
functions which we will define. 
Bessel Functions : 
Bessel function, Jn(x) may be defined by means of the 
generating relation, for integral n only. If ti*0, then for all finite 
X. 
(1.6.1) exp 
Also, 
iH}P-^^'' 
where n is a positive integer or zero, and 
J„(x) = (-1)"J.„ (X) 
(1.6.3) 
K(-^)=K('^) = (-i)"J.„(x). 
where n is a negative integer is called Bessel function of order n 
for all finite x and 8 is called kronecker symbol. 
r 39 1 
We note, 
•^ nW = V ( f ) 1^ 1 (n+'^;2n+l; 2ix) 
Hermite Polynomials : 
The Hermite polynomials, Hjj(x) are defined by means of the 
generating relation. 
* H (x)t 
(1.6.4) exp (2xt-t2)=Z - ^ 
n-O 
Hermite polynomials H„(x) can also be defined by 
sB) r-n'^niov^-^'' ^^' (-irn!(2x) 
We note, 
HjnW = (-1)" ^ 1 ^ 1 (-n;'/.; x2) 
H2„.i(x)=(-1)" ^^^,F,(-n;3/ , ;x^) and 
Laguerre Polynomials : 
Laguerre polynomials, L„(x) of order n are defined by means 
of the generating relation 
xt 
exp --
(1.6.6) _ _ U l z l ) i = | ; L (x)t' 
(1-t) ti " 
[ 4 0 ] 
Also, L^  (x) in the series form is given as 
vk_i . .k (1.6.7) L fx) = t <-l) °"' 
• IS (kl)'(n-k)! 
We note, 
kC'') = iFi(-n;l;x). 
Associated Laguerre Polynomials : 
The associated Laguerre polynomials, Ljj^ (x) are defined by 
means of the generating relation. 
exp 
f xt 
(1.6.8) _i_Ocl)i=yL^(x)t-
L^ (^x) can also be defined by 
^ (-l)'(n+k)! , 
(1.6.9) L > ) = s t , , ; ; , ^ , ; , , " • 
where n is a non-negative integer. These polynomials are also 
called Generalized Laguerre Polynomials. 
We note, 
.V, ,_r(n+k+l) 
"^''^"n! r(k+i) 1^ 1 (-"' k+i;x). 
[ 4 1 ] 
Gegenbauer Polynomials : 
Gegenbauer polynomial of degree n and order X, C^(x) is 
defined by the generating relation. 
(1.6.10) ( l -2xt+tV = Z Cn(x)t 
for |t|<l, |x|<l and X>-»/2. 
In power series form, we have 
(^•6-^^) C : W = S r(l)k!(n-2k)! ^^ >^ 
We note. 
Jacob! Polynomials : 
The Jacobi polynomials of order n, 'Pj-°-'^\\) is defined by 
the generating relation. 
00 
(1.6.12) E P„^ '=''P>(x)t" = 2«+Pp-Hl-t+p)-« (l+t+p)-P, 
n>« 
where p=(l-2xt+t2)'/' 
p (^a,p)^ ^^ in the series form is given by 
(Ha)„(l+a+P)„,,(^^j 
(1.6.13) P„(«'P>(x) = Z k!(n-k)!(l+a),(l+a+P)„ 
We note, 
-n,l+a+p+n (l+a) 1-x 
I+a ^ 
for Re(a)>-1, Re(p)>-1 and n being a non negative integer. 
1.7 Generating Relations : 
The name 'generating relation' was introduced by Laplace in 
1812, Since then, the theory of generating relations has been 
developed into various directions and found wide applications in 
various branches of science and technology. A generating relation 
may be used to define a set of functions, to determine a 
differential recurrence relation or a pure recurrence relation to 
evaluate certain integral, etcetera. 
Linear Generating Relations : 
Consider a two-variable function F(x,t) which possesses a 
formal (not necessarily convergent for t^ tO) power series 
expansion in t such that 
go 
(1.7.1) F(x,t) = S f„(x)t", 
n-O 
[ 43 ] 
where each member of the coefficient set {f„(x)}*^ is independent 
of t. Then the expansion (1.7.1) of F(x,t) is said to have 
generated the set {f„(x)} and F(x,t) is called a linear generating 
relation (or, simply, a generating relation) for the set {f^ Cx)}. 
This definition may be extended slightly to include a 
generating relation of the type: 
(1.7.2) G(x,t) = E c„g„(x)t". 
n>0 
where the sequence {c^ }"^ ^ may contain the parameters of the set 
gj,(x), but is independent of x and t, 
A set of functions may have more than one generating 
relation. However, if G(x,t) = 2 h„(x)t" then G(x,t) is the 
unique generator for the set {hjj(x)} as the coefficient set. 
We now extend our definition of a generating relation to 
include functions which possess Laurent series expansions. Thus, 
if the set {f„(x)} is defined for n=0, ±1, ±2, ,the definition 
(1.7.2) may be extended in terms of the Laurent series expansion. 
(1.7.3) F*(x,t) = Z Y„ f„ (x)t", 
n"-oo 
where the sequence {y j*^ is independent of x and t. 
[ 4 4 ] 
Bilinear and Bilateral Generating Relations 
If a three-variable function F(x,y,t) possesses a formal power 
series expansion in t such that 
(1.7.4) F(x.y,t) = Z YA(x)f„(y)t», 
where the sequence {y^} is independent of x, y and t, then 
F(x,y,t) is called a bilinear generating relation for the set {f^ Cx)}. 
Now suppose that a three-variable function H(x,y,t) has a 
formal power series expansion in t such that 
(1.7.5) H(x,y,t) = Z h„f„(x)g„(y)t", 
where the sequence {h^} is independent of x, y and t, and the 
sets of functions {f„(x)}"^ and {g„(x)};^ are different. Then 
H(x,y,t) is called a bilateral generating relation for the set {f„(x)} 
or {g„(x)}. 
The above definition of a bilateral generating relation, used 
earlier by Rainville [83] and McBride [59], may be extended to 
include bilateral generating relations of the type: 
(1.7.6) H(x.y,t)=Z y„f„(„)(x) gp(„/y)t", 
[45 ] 
where the sequence {Y„} is independent of x, y and t, the sets 
of functions {f„(x)}*.o a^d {g„(x)}*^ are different, and a(n) and 
P(n) are functions of n which are not necessarily equal. 
Multivariable, Multiple,MultiIinear and Multilateral Generating 
Relations : 
Let G(xj,X2, ,x,;t) is a function of r+1 variables which has 
a formal expansion in powers of t such that 
00 
(1.7.7) G(Xi,X2,....,X,;t) = Z C„g„(Xj,X2,...,X )^t°, 
n«0 
where the sequence {c^} is independent of the variables Xj, 
Xj, x^  and t. Then we shall say that G(Xj,X2,....,x^;t) is a 
multivariable generating relation for the set {g^ (x,,Xj,....,x^ )}"_j, 
corresponding to the non zero coefficients c„. 
A natural extension of the multivariable generating relation 
(1.7.7) is a multiple generating relation which may be defined 
formally by 
(1.7.8) v|/(Xj,X2, ,x,; tj,t2, ,t^ ) 
= Z C(n,,n3. n^)r^^^_^)(x,.x^ .^ ) . t r t ; ' t;", 
n , ^ _ / i , - 0 
where the multiple sequence {C(nj,n2,....,nj)} is independent of 
the variables x^, X2,....,Xj and tj, t2,....,tj. 
[ 4 6 ] 
Further extensions of the generating relations (1.7.7) and 
(1.7.8) in terms of the Laurent series expansions are 
(1.7.9) G*(Xi,X2, x/,t)= Z c„g„(x,,X2,.....,x^)t" 
n=-oo 
and 
(1.7.10) \|/*(Xi,X2....,x^; tj, t jv.t ,) 
= Z C(n,.n2, .n,)r^^^_„(x„X2, ,x,).t,"'t,"' t ^ , 
respectively. 
It is not difficult to extend the definitions of bilinear and 
bilateral generating relations to include multivariable generating 
relations as 
(1.7.11) ^Xj.Xj ,x ;^ yi,y2,--,yj;t) 
00 
= Z Y„f„,„)(x,.x„ ,x,)fp(„j(y„yj,....,y,)t", 
n-O 
and 
(1.7.12) J<<txj,x2 ,x ;^ yi,y2v-,y8;t) 
00 
= Z h„f„(„)(XpX„.....,x,)gp(„j(y,,y„....,y.)t", 
respectively. 
[ 47 ] 
A multivariable generating relation GCx^Xj,.•••,Xj.;t) given by 
(1.7.7) is said to be a multilinear generating relation if 
(1.7.13) g„(Xi,X2,....,X^)=f„^(„)(Xi)f^^(„)(X2) f„^(„)(x,), 
where aj(n), a2(n),....,aj(n) are functions of n which are not 
necessarily equal. More generally, if the functions occurring on 
the right-hand side of (1.7.13) are all different, the multivariable 
generating relation (1.7.7) wdll be called a multilateral generating 
relation. 
[ 4 8 ] 
CHAPTER 2 
LIE THEORY AND GENERALIZATIONS OF 
THE HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
2.1 Introduction : 
In this Chapter, we use the differential recurrence relations 
satisfied by the hypergeometric series ^^ and their generalizations. 
We associate a Lie algebra (dynamical symmetry algebra) with the 
generalized hypergeometric function F and Lauricella functions. We 
show that the representation theory of the Lie algebras yields a vari-
ety of addition theorems and generating relations for each of these 
families of special functions. In Section 2.2, we consider few exam-
ples illustrating the power and clarity of Lie algebraic approach in 
the derivation of identities for jFj. In Sections 2.3 and 2.4, we ex-
tend this approach to the generalized Hypergeometric functions and 
the Lauricella functions respectively. 
2.2 The Hypergeometric Functions : 
The hypergeometric series j^i (a, 3; Y; X) (1.5.1) satisfy 
exactly 12 differential recurrence formulas which allow one to raise 
or lower the parameters a, P, y [84]. For example, the relation 
(2.2.1) (x5,+a) jFj (a,p;Y;x) = a^¥^ (a+1, P; y; x), 
which is easily verified by differentiation of (1.5.1) raises the param-
eter a by 1. We can take D(a)=x9^+a as an "a-raising operator". 
This operator depends on a which makes the computation of quanti-
[ 4 9 ] 
ties such as D(a)° j^ i o^ ^^P- D(a)2Fj complicated. Similarly, the 
other raising and lowering operators depend on a,P,Y. We circumvent 
this problem by introducing new variables s, u, t associated with the 
parameters according to 
(2.2.2) aOs5, P<^u5„ Y ^ ^ , 
and new functions. 
r (y -a ) r ( a ) (2.2.3) f„p^  (s, u, t. X) = f^^ jFi (a,P;Y;x) s^u t^^  
Here, r(z) is a gamma function (1.5.4) and the normalizing 
r(Y-a)r(a) 
factor p7~T is inserted for convenience in the computations 
to follow. Introducing the differential operator E„=s(x5^+s5j), we see 
that (2.2.1) becomes 
^o^xPY ~ (Y-a-l)f{ji+i,pY. 
Here, E^ ^ is independent of a and makes sense when applied to 
any differentiable function g (s, u, t, x). The subscript a denotes the 
fact that E^ raises the a-parameter by one. Similar reasoning shows 
that the operator. 
(2.2.4) E.„ = s-i (x(l-x)5,+tat-sa^-xua„). 
satisfies the relation 
(2-2.5) E_,f„p^ = (a-1) f„.,p^, 
i.e. E^ lowers a by one 
[ 5 0 ] 
Continuing in this manner, we construct operators 
Ep=u(xa^+ua„), E.p=u-i (x(i-x)a^+tat-ua„-xsa,), 
E^= t(i-x)a^+tat-sa^-ua„), E.^=t-H-xa^-taj+i), 
E„^= St ((i-x)a,-sa,), Ep^=ut ((i.x)a,-ua„), 
(2.2.6) E.„.^ = s-4-1 (x(l-x)a^ - xua„+ta,-l), 
E.p.., = u-i t-1 (x(i-x)a^ - xsa,+ta,-i). 
E„pr = sut d^, 
E.„.-p,.Y = s"^  "'^  t'^  (x(x-i)a^ - ta^ + xua„ + xsa^-x+i), 
which satisfy the relations 
(2.2.7) 
E±p ^apY ~ 
E f = 
P 
a-p-y 
• Y - 3 • 
a-y+1 
F f = 
F f = 
^±P'±Y ^aPy 
"P-Y" 
a - l 
f 
*ap±l. y, 
f 
*apy±l' 
f 
^a±l,py±l» 
P 
a-y+1 
E f 
'^±a^P,±Y ^ap Y 
P 
- a +1 
f 
^ap±l» y t l ' 
f 
^a±l ' p±l» y±l 
[51 ] 
The upper factor in each bracket is associated with the plus 
sign and the lower with the minus sign. 
Finally, we introduce the operators, 
(2.2.8) j„ = sa,, jp = ua„, j^ = ta,, 
and note the relations, 
(2.2.9) J^ fjj^ p^  = afjj^p ,^ Jpf„pY = PfaPY' VapY ~ Ylapy' 
i.e. f^Q is a simultaneous eigen function of J^ ,^ Jp, J^ . 
By straight forward computation, we can verify that the 12 
raising and lowering operators E generate a complex. 15-dimensional 
simple Lie algebra isomorphic to sl(4) (=so(6)) [49]. 
For example, we find 
(2.2.10) [E„, E J = 2J„ - J^ , 
[E,, E ^ ] = 2J^-J„.Jp-2I, 
where the commutator of linear operators A, B is given by [A, B] = 
AB-BA and I is the identity operator. Here J„, Jp, J„ do not belong 
to sl(4), but they do belong to the 16-dimensional Lie algebra 
gl(4)ssl(4) © (I). Indeed the 12 operators E, together with the 4 
operators, J^ j^ , Jp, J , I form a basis for gl(4). 
Since sl(4) is the Lie algebra generated by all the raising and 
lowering operators, we call it the dynamical symmetry algebra of the 
hypergeometric series jFi- If we allow the operators in sl(4) (or 
gl(4)) to act on a fixed basis vector faoPo^o' ^^ generate a 
[ 52 ] 
representation p(a p y ) of sl(4) which except for certain special 
cases, is algebraically irreducible. These irreducible representations are 
the degenerate representations of si (4). We conclude that the basis 
vectors f^r^ and the Lie derivaties (2.2.6) define models of the 
degenerate representations of sl(4). The operators Jo-'/^ Jy. Jp-'/^ Jy and 
J -'/2(J^+Jp+I) form a basis for a Cartan subalgebra of sl(4) and it 
follows that the f^ o^  are weight vectors with respect to this 
subalgebra. 
In addition to its value in special function theory, this model is 
of great interest in quantum mechanics. Since so(4,2) is a real form 
of so(6)ssl(4), we can easily define models of degenerate 
representation of so (4,2) by restriction. Among the representations, 
we obtain in this way is that corresponding to the non-relativistic 
hydrogen atom [103]. Indeed physicists call 0(4,2) the dynamical 
symmetry group of the hydrogen atom. 
The Lie algebra generated by the raising and lowering operators 
which fix the parameter P in (1.5.1) is easily shown to be 
isomorphic to sl(3). By restricting the representations of si (3) so 
obtained to the real subalgebra su(3), we can construct models of 
representations appearing in the "eight fold way", approach to 
elementary particle physics. The dynamical symmetry algebra 
generated by the operators which fix. y while changing a and p is 
so(4)=sl (2) © sl(2). By restricting the representation of so(4) so 
obtained to the real subalgebra so(4,R), we can construct models of 
[53 ] 
those representations of so(4,R) corresponding to the bound 
eigenstates of the hydrogen atom. 0(4,R) is called the symmetry 
group for the bound states of the hydrogen atom. Finally, if we 
consider operators which fix two of the three parameters a,P,Y, we 
obtain the dynamical symmetry algebra sl(2)=0(3) whose connection 
with the angular momentum operators in quantum mechanics is well 
known. [60], [11]. 
The 2^1 are also associated with Lie algebras of differential 
operators which are not just subalgebras of sl(4) as given by (2.2.6). 
For example, the dynamical symmetry algebra of the two-parameter 
family of Gegenbauer functions. 
(2.2.11) 2^ 1 ("'P; 1+a-p; x). 
is so(5), a 10-dimensional Lie algebra [65], Even though so(5) is 
isomorphic to a subalgebra of so(6)=sl(4), some of the operators in 
so(5) do not belong to sl(4). 
Returning to models (2.2.4)-(2.2.6) of the algebra gl(4)=sl(4) 
©(I), we define the operator 
(2.2.12) C = E„Ep - E„p^ E.^ . 
It follows from (2.2.7) that Cf„p^ =0 for all a,p,Y. Moreover, the 
solution f of the simultaneous equations 
(2.2.13) J„f=af, Jpf=pf, J / = Yf, Cf=0, 
analytic in x at x = 0 is 
(2.2.14) f(s,u,t,x) = jF, (a,p.y;x) s«uPtT, 
[ 5 4 ] 
unique to within a multiplicative^''ccrnsTa^ Indeed, the first 3 
equations imply 
f = F(x) s«uPtTf, 
and the last equation implies 
(2.2.15) {(xa^+a)(x5^+P) - d^ (xa^+7-1)} F(x)=0, 
which is the hypergeometric equation [87], We assume that (2.2.13) 
essentially characterizes the basis functions f^ p^  as simultaneous eigen 
vectors of a family of commuting operators. This is not quite correct 
because C does not commute with J^^ and !«. However, it is easy to 
show that each of the generators of sl(4) maps the null space of C 
into itself. Thus, each generator maps a solution f of Cf=0 into 
another solution. Similarly, the group operators obtained by 
exponentiating the Lie derivatives (2.2,4)-(2,2,6) also map solutions 
into solutions. 
We consider a few examples illustrating the power and clarity 
of the Lie algebraic approach in the derivation of identities for 
hypergeometric series jF]- The first example is a typical identity 
obtained by use of the exponential map. From (2,2,1), we have 
^ a" „. _ ^ a" r (y -a ) 
(2.2,16) (exp aE„)f„p^= § " ^ ^ " ^ - P ^ ^ S '^rCY-a-n)^-"''^ * r(Y-a-n) 
The well known formula for the exponentiation of a Lie 
derivative [(60];p.l8)] yields. 
[ 55 ] 
(2.2.17) (exp aE„) g(s,u,t,x)=g [ l I ^ ' ^ ' ^ ' I I ^ ] . 
for any analytic function g. Setting g=fap.y. 
Substitting (2.2.17) into (2.2.16) and simplifying we tind, 
X "^ a"r(n+a) 
(2.2.18) (i.a)-Vi(a,P;Y; ^1^)=^ ^ r(a) 2^ 1 (^-^^^'r,^) 
|a|<|, 
This identity is valid only for small values of |a|. For |a| larger, 
say a=-l, and t=s"' small, we have 
r(Y) XT 
(2-2-l^) r (Y-a) r (a ) (^ ^c)Uy = 2^ 1 (a,p;y;—)(l+t)-uPtr 
CO 
= Z h„(x)T»uPtT^ , |T|<1. 
n-O 
Since Cf„p^=0, it follows that C[exp E„)f„p^]=0. 
Thus Hjj-h„(x) s'°uPt^  satisfies the equations, 
(2.2.20) J„H„=-nH„, JpH„=pH„, J^„=YH„, CH„=0, 
and expressions (2.2.13), (2.2.14) imply 
(2.2.21) h„(x) = k„ 2F1 (-n, (3; y; x), 
where k^  is a constant to be determined. Substituting (2.2.21) into 
(2.2.19) and setting x=0 we find. 
n>0 
^-a^ 
v ° y 
Thus, 
(2.2.22) ( l + x r 2^ 1 (a.P;Y;TTr)=S 
^-a^ 
\^J 
2Fi(-n,P;Y;x)T", |T|<1. 
More generally, we can derive a generating relation f for the 
hypergeometric series 2^ 1 by characterizing it as a solution of Cf=0 
analytic in x at x=0 which is a simultaneous eigenfunction of four 
commuting (or almost commuting) operators constructed from the Lie 
algebra sl(4). We note that (2.2.13), (2.2.14) provide such a 
characterization of f„p. For example, consider the solution f of 
(2.2.23) (J„+Jp)f=af, J/=K, (Eo,+Ep)f^ O. Cf=0. 
These operators do not all commute but the null spaces of 
E^ j^ +Ep and C are invariant under the remaining operators, so this 
raises the possibility of a simultaneous eigenfunction. The solution of 
the first three equations is 
f=(l-T)-« r Ul^J ""^ ' =^1' 
where r is an arbitrary function. Substituting this expression into 
Cf=0, we find a solution 
f XT ^ ^a a+1 -4xT ^ 
U ' 2 "(1-x)' 
[ 5 7 ] 
Expanding f in powers of T and applying (2.2.13), (2.2.14) again, we 
obtain 
ft Ot+1 —4xT 1 °° 
(2.2.24) (1-T)-« jFi l T ~ 2 " ' ^ ' ( i 3 o ^ J " 5 ^ 2Fi(-n,a+n;Y;x) 
an important generating relation for the Jacobi polynomials ([83]; p. 
256). Setting x=0 in this expression, we get k„=r(a+n)/r(a) n! 
2.3 The Generalized Hypergeometric Function ^F^ : 
The differential recurrence formulas for the generalized 
hypergeometric function pF^ (1,5.11) are known [84]. We use the 
method of Section 2.2 to associate a dynamical symmetry algebra 
q with the generalized hypergeometric function ^F . On setting. 
r(at) r(a^) 
(2.3.1) f„.pj^  (Sj, t^ , x) = r(p^) r(p^) pF^  (ftji P^; x) 
Rj = s. (x5,+Sj 5,.), Sj = Sj a^ . 1< j < p, 
(2.3.2) L^ = t^ -» (xa^+t^at^-1), T r t ^ k ' 1< k < q, 
V = h Vi *q^ x' 
we find that the 2(p+q)+l Lie derivatives (2.3.2) form a basis for a 
solvable complex Lie algebra ^p The action of g on the basis 
vectors f^^^.p is given by 
[ 5 8 ] 
Rj'^ajP,=fajP, « j -
^i %h~ " j ' «^jPk 
a]+l if j=j', 
(2.3.3) 
V a j p ^ ^ " Pk-^ajp^.. ^^ajPk " ^oj+l' pk+i' 
Setting C=RiR2 Rp-VL^L^ L ,^ we can verify that the 
function {^,Q is characterized upto a constant multiple as the solution 
f of the system, 
Sjf.ajf, T/=Pj, f , C f = 0 
1< j < P, 1< k < q, 
which is analytic at x=0. We can apply the methods of Section 2.2 
and characterize generating relation for the generalized 
hypergeometric series F as solutions f of Cf=0 which are 
simultaneous eigenfunctions of p+q independent operators formed 
from the elements of G„„. 
The symmetry algebra g is maximal for general p and q. 
However, in the special case p=2, q=l, there exist additional 
recurrence formulas, and the symmetry algebra is sl(4) of dimension 
15, rather than ^j.i of dimension 7. Similarly, for p=q=l, the 
confluent hypergeometric functions jFj are associated with a 9-
dimensional symmetry algebra which contains the 5-dimensional g^, 
as a proper subalgebra. 
[ 59 ] 
2.4 The Lauricella Functions : 
We can detennine the differential recurrence formulas for 
the Lauricella functions (1.5.30) to (1.5.33) by elementary 
computations. First, we consider the functions (1.5.33) from the Lie 
algebraic viewpoint. 
Setting, 
r{Y-a)r(a) 
(2-4.1) f„pjY (s.Uj,t,Xj)= r(y) ^D [aiPi M ' '^ i ^n) 
.s^u^Pi u / " t"', 
and 
n 
E„ = s ( Z X. d^. +sa,), E„pj^ =^ su t^ ax ,^ 
n 
Ep^=u, (x,a,^ + u, a„ )^, E.^ =t-» ( Z Xj a,.+ta,-i), 
n n 
(2.4.2) E ^ =s-i ( Z Xj(i-x.)a,.+ta,-sa,-Z x.Uj-a„.), 
E.pk=Uk"^  (Xk(i-Xk)\-^k§ (i-Xj)5x.+ta,-xj,sa,-Z Uh a^) 
l<k<n, 
We can verify that the E-operators satisfy 
E f 
y - a - 1 
a -1 
f 
[ 6 0 ] 
E±Pk Ui Pk P j = 
P. 
y-th aPl Pk±l-Pnr 
(2.4.3) 
^apkT ^api--Pk Pn^ P k V l ' pi .Pk+1, PnT+l' 
^.y faPjT = (Y-a-1) f„pj ,.1, 
and generate a simple Lie algebra of dimension (n+3)^-l necessarily 
isomorphic to sl(3+n). Setting 
(2.4.4) q = E„ Ep^-E„p^^.^, l<k<n. 
It is easy to check that the solution f of the 2n+2 equations 
(2.4.5) qf^O, u a^„^ f = p^ f, s a / . af, t a / = yl 
analytic at Xj = Xj = = x^^ = 0 is f^j^o , unique to within a 
multiplicative constant 
For the functions F^, we set 
r(a) (2-4.6) f„p.,. (s,Uj,tj,xp = r^^ j^ _r(^^j F^ [a; p^ .; y^ .; x^ ] 
•sV^ "nS'i V"; 
E„ = s ( Z )x,a,^+sa,), Ep.=u/Xja,.+Uja„.), 
(2.4.7) E.,. = t.-i (x.a,.+t. a,.-l). E„p.^ . = su.t. a,., 
E.p. = u;» ((Xj-i)Xj a,. + Xj Z x,ax,-fXjsa+Uja„.-tjatj), 
1 < J < n, 
[61 ] 
The E-operators satisfy 
^a^aPjTj ^a+l'pjTj 
(2.4.8) 
•^ -Yk aPjTj ^ct'Pj' Yi. ,Yk-l. .7n 
F f 
±Pk aPjrj 
EaP^y^ ^ Y j 
^opi Pk±l PnYj' 
Pk 'o+l' Pi Pk+1 Pn.Yl .Yk+ii-.Yn' 
1< k < n: 
Ck = E„ Ep^ - E„p^ ^^  E.^ ^ , l<k<n. 
and generate the (6n+2)-dimensional dynamical symmetry algebra. 
Setting, 
(2.4.9) 
We find that the solution f of the 3n+l equations 
(2.4.10) C f^ =0, u^ a„ f^ = PJ, t^ 5,=Y f^, sa^f^af, 
analytic at Xj = =x^ =0 is f^ R.Y.* unique to within a 
multiplicative constant. 
For the functions Fg, we form 
r(a,) r ( a j 
(2-^l^) W («J. "j t, xp = \ ( , ) F3 [a., p.; y; x.] 
.S,^l S„**nUi^l U„PntY, 
E„k = k^ (Xk V ^ V ' P^k " ""^ ( \ \+"k^k) . 
(2.4.12) 
E.^ =t-i ( S x.a,.+ta,-i), E„^ p^ =^s,u,t5,^ , 
l<k<n. 
[62 ] 
The E-operators satisfy 
E^k-Pw=V'V^^KWl)V^t - § Xj5,.-hc^ (s^ a3^+u a^„^ )-x^^ i), 
^ak ^ojPjY"^ai ok+1 '"hPjY» 
( 2 . 4 . 1 3 ) Epj^f„.p.^=Pkf„.pj^ .Pk+l.....PnT' 
F f 
^±aic±Pk±r ojPkr 
^•T a^jPjY SPJT^-^' 
P. 
1-a. «! .Ok±l anPi...Pk±l PnY±l. 
and generate the (6n+2)-dimensional symmetry algebra. The 
essentially imique solution f of the 3n+l equations. 
(2.4.14) c / =0, s^ a,^  f = o^ f, u^ a„^ f = p^ f, ta^Hf, 
analytic at Xj= "^n"^' ^^  ^apr ^ ^ ^ 
(2.4.15) q = E,^ Ep^ - E^p^^ E-Y, l<k<n 
Finally for the functions F ,^, we set 
r(a) 
(2-416) f„p .^. (s,u,tj;Xj) = r(yj......r(yj ^c [aiP;Yj; x^ ] s^iPt/i...t/n, 
n a 
E„ = s ( S x.a,.+sa,), Ep = u(Z X. a,.+ua„), 
(2.4.17) 
E-y, = tk"^  (Xk\+t, a,^.l). E„p^, = sut, a,^, l<k<n. 
The E-operators satisfy 
E_f a^apYj ^a+l.PYj.. ^P^aPyj P^ap+Lyj 
[ 6 3 ] 
(2.4.18) E.^ ^f„p .^ f„p^ ^ .^ .^1 ^^^ 
^aPYk oPTj ~ P^x+l.p+1 ,Yj. .Yk+1, ,?„ 
and generate the (3n+4)-dimensional symmetry algebra. The solution 
of the 2n+2 equation. 
(2.4.19) qf=0, sa,f=af, u a / = p f , t^ Sj f = y^ f 
analytic at Xj= =x^=0 is f = Cf^ p .^, constant Here 
(2.4.20) C, = E , E p . E^p^^E.^ ^ , l<k<n. 
These techniques can also be used to compute the 
symmetry algebras corresponding to the various confluent forms 
of the Lauricella functions. Alternatively these algebras can be 
obtained as contractions of the symmetry algebras [64] 
considered in this Chapter. 
[ 6 4 ] 
CHAPTER 3 
LIE THEORY OF SOLUTIONS OF CERTAIN 
DIFFERINTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
3.1 Introduction : 
A Lie algebraic technique based on the idea of fractional 
differentiation can be used for constructing new models of 
representations of the Lie algebra sl(2,C) (1.3,18). Some of the Lie 
algebra elements in the new models are differintegral (integral -
differential) operators while the basis vectors turn out to be solutions 
of differintegral equations Irreducible representations of the Lie 
algebras sl(2,(Z;), the oscillator algebra and the algebra of the 
Euclidean group in the plane have been considered by Miller and 
models of these representations have been constructed in terms of 
first order differential operators (the operator types A,B,C',C",D') 
acting on spaces of fimctions of two complex variables z,t. The basis 
vectors fj^ (z,t)=Z (^z)t™ of such irreducible representations have turned 
out to be such that Z„,(z) are functions of hypergeometric type. This 
connection between Lie algebras and special functions has led to 
recurrence relations, differential equations, generating relations and 
addition theorems for the functions of hypergeometric type. Later in 
[61], the type A,B,C', C", D' operators have been used as building 
blocks to construct more complicated models of irreducible 
representations of these Lie algebras. Some of the Lie algebra 
[ 65 ] 
elements in these models are second order differential operators. 
Furthermore, the models have been constructed in such a way that 
the basis vectors turn out to be special functions satisfying second 
order non-homogeneous differential equations. 
In this Chapter, we use type A and type B operators as 
building blocks for constructing new models of irreducible 
representations of the Lie algebras si (2,C). The method that we 
employ for this construction will be based on the idea of fractional 
differentiation. These new models will be such that some of the Lie 
algebra elements in them are differintegral operators, while the basis 
vectors turn out to be solutions of differintegral equations. 
In Section 3.2, we define the fractional (or generalized) 
derivative of order a of an analytic function f(z), written as D2"f(z), 
and then make use of this to express fractional derivative 
representations of some special functions. Further we discuss the 
generalized Leibnitz rule for the fractional derivative of the product 
of two analytic functions. We introduce a new operator % defined 
as S>f(z)=z '^^  S^^ '^HCz), and thereafter make use of the rule for 
obtaining operator expression for %^ L % L=z, z(d/dz), z^(d/dz). 
The new expression turn out to be differintegral operators. 
In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we consider the type A and type B 
representations of sl(2,(Z:) ([60];Chap.5). The basis functions 
corresponding to these representations are in terms of jF, and jF, 
respectively. Through S^ L^ S), the type A, B operators induce new 
[ 6 6 ] 
sets of Lie algebra operators, the corresponding basis vectors turning 
out in terms of 3F2 and 2^2' respectively. This leads to the 
construction of new models of representations of sl(2,(Z;). 
3.2 Fractional Derivative Representation and Generalized 
Leibnitz Rule : 
L.E. Euler considered the concept of fractional differentiation 
when he extended the familiar formula. 
^ = p(p-l)(p-2) (P-"+l)2 '* '"=(^ zP-" 
to n=a, where a is as usual arbitrary, by writing 
r(p+l) 
This formula led Euler to invent the gamma function for 
fractional values of the factorial : r(p+l)=p!. It immediately follows 
that if, 
(3.2.2) g(z) = Z a„z". lz|<R; 
then, for 0<|z|<R, 
(3.2.3) D:(zPg(z)) = Z a„ D^z?^" 
n-O 
= E a r(p-fn+l) p,„.a 
n-o "r(p+n-a+l)^ 
[ 6 7 ] 
Relation (3.2.3) fails to have meaning when p is a negative 
integer. Using (3.2.3), we have the following results : 
(3.2.4) D -^^  1 z^-\Ti 
a; 
P; 
r(X) , 
z ,0<|zl<oo, 
(3.2.5) D ; x-fi < z^-»F 2^1 
a, p; a,(3;^; 
y,^; 
, 0<z<l, 
(3.2.6) D,^^j z^-V^jFj 
a ; 
P; 
bz 
r-i. 
1:1;0 
Z^ -^^  ^ia;o az,bz . 0<(|az|, |bz|oo, 
(3.2.7) D'^ -*' \ z^-Hl-bz)-« ,F 2* 1 
a, P; 
Y; 
az 
1-bz 
ra,X:p;-; 
az,bz 
I w-y-i 
, 0<(|a|+|b|)lz[<l, 
(3.2.8) D,^ -*' {z'^ -iF, (a;p,3';y.Y';z,t)}= 
r(x,) , TTWA ^a:P,?^;P'; ^ 
, 0<|z|+|t|<l, 
(3.2.9) D,^ -*' {z^ -ie^ M/2 [a;y.Y';-z,t]} 
[ 6 8 ] 
'y-a:X,;a4-+a-y; 
r(n) z - t I -:H,Y;Y; , 0<|z|<oo, |t|<oo. 
(3.2.10) D.^ -** {z^-Vv|i,(a;a,p;-z,t)}=^z^^-i 
r(H) 
/ ^ . 1 . 
yl:l;0 
• ia;0 
,P:a,n;-; 
-zt,t , 0<|Z|<QO, |t|<QO, 
(3.2.11) D,^ ^ {z^-Hl-z)-P F2[a;p,|3';a,Y;^.t]}=^z^^-» 
/ I a,a':P,X;-; 
p':a;n;-; 
-zt,t 
(3.2.12) pF, 
'"«!, .ttp; "^  
, P i . - — ' 3 , ; J 
0 9 («t)„ •(«p), z ' 
^ (Px)„ (PJn^l' 
|z| <oo if p<q; |z|<l if p=q+l, 
" (a) z'^ t" 
(3.2.13) v|/2(a; p, Y; Z, t) = ^ S ^ ^ p j ^ ^ ^ , 0<|z|<co, 0<|t|<co, 
^ (a) (p) (P') z^t" 
(3.2.14) F, [a;P.P'; ry;z,tl = ^-^^j^^^^f. N+|t|<l. 
AS3' 
(3.2.15) C^-SiE' 
f(a):(b);(b'); ) 
z,t 
Uc):(e);(e'); J 
B B' , 
„ n(a.)„, n(b.)„n(bj) z t^" 
~m -^o n(c.)„^ n(e.)„n(e'j) m!n! 
H •>.r J'"-]-! ' 
f 69 1 
(a):(b);(b'); ^ 
z,t 
Uc):(e);(e'); J "^ o^ n(c.) n(e.) n(e'.) m!n! 
Consider the Leibnitz rule from elementary calculus for the 
derivative of the product of two functions u(z) and v(z) : 
D^uv = Z L D" 
_ , „ , _ , " uDV. 
n-O \TiJ * * 
For the generalization of this result to fractional derivatives, we 
can take 
(3.2.17) D° u v = J ^a^ 
n-O \^J 
va-1 
2 Z 
This formula was given as early as 1867 by A.K. Grunwald 
[37]. It has been proved by Al-Bassam [2] and Osier [74] in a 
manner different from that of Grunwald. 
In order to construct new models of representations, we 
introduce 
(3.2.18) m{z) = z^ -^  D^-'f(z), 
(3.2.19) ®-if(z) = D,^ -^ z -^if(z), 
which gives 
(3.2.20) Q)^H(z) = ^iS)f(z) = f(z). 
[ 7 0 ] 
Using (3.2.17), we obtain 
(3.2.21) %^z% = z+(X-n)—rr, 
dz 
(3.2.22) S^^^^Js^zA+i.^, 
d ' l ^ a d . . . d-' (3.2.23) Qr'\^ ^ j S^z^—+(l+X-2n)z.n(X-^)^^. 
Note that -—rr is an indefinite integral, dz 
3.3 The Type A and Type B operators : 
Consider the representation D(u,m j^) defined for u,mj,eC 
such that 0<Re m,,<l and u±m j^ are not integers ([60]); Chap. 5). 
The representation space W has a basis {^ m '^ 
m6S={mjj+n:n=0,±l; }, such that the action of si (2,c) on W is 
given by 
J+f„=(m-u)f„^i, J-fm= -(m+u)f„.i, J3f„=mf .^ 
(3.3.1) 
(rj-+j3j3.j3)f^ = u(u+l)f„. 
The operators {J'^ .J'.J-^ } satisfy the commutation relations 
(3.3.2) [J3, n = ±J^ [ r , J-] = 2J3, 
and generate a Lie algebra which is an isomorphic image of the 
complex Lie algebra si (2,c)-
The type A operators {r , J", J^ } satisfying (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) 
are 
r 71 1 
. (^ .^ ^ 
^ H az at J' 
(3.3.3) J-^  = fi z(l-z) 1—+z(q+u)-u 
az at 
^ = ' aT -
and 
(3.3.4) f„ (z,t)=2Fi 
m-u , -q -u ; 
-2u; 
hin 
The multiplier representation T induced by the operators (3.3.3) 
on ^, the space of all analytic functions in a neighbourhood of (z^, 
to) is 
(3.3.5) [T(g)f](z,t)=(d+bt)« [a+^j [^-^^J 
xf zt c+at 
,(d+bt)(at-c(z-l)'d+bt, 
|bt/d|<l, |c/at|<l, |c(z-l)/at|<l. -7c<arg a, arg d<7c, and g = 
ad -
'a b^ 
,c d j ' 
be = 1, 
lies in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the identity element 
e = 
(1 0\ 
OiJ e S L ( 2 , c ) . 
Now we use the type A operators as building blocks for 
[ 7 2 ] 
constructing a new model of irreducible representation of sl(2,c). 
To illustrate the method, we rewrite, with the help of (3.2.3), 
"«='(4^'i"")f".=("'-''>^-'>-
UZ.') = 2^ 1 
m-u , -q -u ; 
-2u; 
r, 
as 
T+^ ,1-X. 
sH->. 
dz H-X 
zH-1 F 
m-u,-q-u,^; 
-2u,n; 
an-x 
= (m-u)z i-\ 
az' »»->. 
. M 
z'-sF, 
l+m-u,-q-u,X,; 
-2u,n; 
It follows that 
(3.3.6) K X = (m-u)h^„ 
where by (3.2.22), 
(3.3.7) K+ =2^i r 2) = t f z ^ + t ^ + 1 - ^ i - u j . 
and 
(3.3.8) h rz,t) = z^ '-l 3F 3*2 
m-u,-q-u,>,; 
-2u,n; 
m=m +n, n=0, ±1, ±2,. 
[73 ] 
Similarly, 
(3.3.9) K-h„=-(m+u) h^.^, K3h„=mh, 
where 
m» 
(3.3.10) K.'=ar^rQ) = fi 
a-l 
+l-H-u+(X-n)(q+u+n) ^ 
(3.3.11) K?=3^^fiQ>=t dt 
Indeed, 
(3.3.12) 
[K3,K*]= ±K*, [K+, K-] =2K3, 
(K^K-+K3K3-K3)hm = u(u+l)h„. 
We have thus constructed a new model of irreducible 
representation D(u,m j^) in terms of differintegral operators {K .^K'.K-^ } 
such that the vectors hj„(z,t) defined by (3.3.8) form a basis of the 
representation space. Writing hj„(z,t)=Zj„(z)t", in terms of the 
functions ZJiz), the above relations take the form 
(2-+l+m-n-u)Z„(z) = (m.u)Z^j(z), 
(3.3.13) d H"^ z(l-z)-r: +(X-n)(q+u+n) - — j - +(q+u+2^-X,-1 )z+l -u-^-m dz 
.Z^(z) = -(m+u)Z„.i(z), 
[ 7 4 ] 
zH^-z)^^^ q+2u+3 ^ 1-3 -X-m)z+2( 1 -n-u) dz 
1-1 
+(X-^)(q+u+^)^+z 
• {(^-^)(q+u+^)+(q+u+2n-X-l)(l+m-u-|i)} ZJz) 
= (l-^)(n+2u)Z„(z). 
The multiplier representation T' induced by the K-operators on ^ is 
(3.3.14) [r(g)h](z,t)= S^i[exp(-b/dr)exp (-cdJ-D exp(Tj3)( Sh)(z,t) 
= S^'[T(g)(Sh)](z.t), e^ 2^=d-i. 
By (3.3.5) it follows that 
(3.3.15) [T'(g)h](z,t) = 2^i[(d+bt)"(a+c/t)-'i(a-c(z-l)/t)i"» 
f zt c+at"! 
.(Sh) |^(d+bt)(at-c(z-l)'d+btj 
|bt/d|<l, |c/at|<l, |c(z-l)/at|<l and geSL (2,c) lies in small enough 
neighbourhood of e so that the above expression is uniquely defined. 
Kalnins, Manocha and NfiUer ([51]; Section 2) shown that 16 of 
the Horn functions of two variables [45] can be realized in terms of 
[75 ] 
type A operators. In particular, the function. 
(3.3.16) F=F2 K-u ; -q-u, P'; -2u, y'; z, t)!"", 
satisfies the Casimir eigenvalue equation 
(3.3.17) (rj-+j3j3-j3) F=u(u+1)F, 
as well as 
(3.3.18) [j3j3-rj3+(m„.p')r-(2m^-Y'+l)j3]F=m„(Y'-m^-l)R 
Similarly, it can be shown that 
(3.3.19) G=t"o (l-t)"-"* jFj 
m -u , -q -u ; 
-2u; 1-t 
is a simultaneous solution of 
(3.3.20) (rj-+j3j3.j3)G=u(u+l)G, 
and 
(3.3.21) (J3j3-rj3+m„r-(2m^+l)j3] G=-m^ (1+mJG. 
Thus, by (3.2.5) and (3.2.8), it follows that 
(3.3.22) ,34^  = t"'oz^ *-» KZ 
m„-u:-q-u,X;P'; 
-:-2u,^;y'; 
z,t 
where F^^Jis the Kampe'de Feriet's function (1.5.34), satisfies the 
differintegral equation. 
r 7fi 1 
L'* i'C. 
(3.3.23) {K'K-+K.^K?-K^)^r^=\xiu+l)^Ci, 
and also 
\ DS'32II /ji 
> / il£/jaj Unive^ji 
(3.3.24) [K3K3-K+K3+(m -^p')K+-(2m„-Y'+l)K3] ^=m„(Y'-m„-l)^, 
while 
(3.3.25) ^{^ = t•»oz '^•I(l-t)"•"o 3F2 
m„-u,-q-u,A,; 
-2u,n; 1-t 
is a common solution of both 
(3.3.26) (K+K-+K3K3-K3)^^=U(U+1) J<!5, 
and 
(3.3.27) [K3K^-K+K3-4n^K*-(2m„+l)K3]^=.m^(l+mJe?5!5. 
Now, consider the expansions [52], [99], 
(3.3.28) r(g) X^= t Ki„(g) h _ „ , i=l,2, 
each valid in a region determined by the inequalities (3.3.15). 
The identities which follow as special cases from (3.3.28) are 
the following. 
;1:2;1 
ra:3A;3'; 
(3.3.29) (l-t)-« '^ orM 
2 -G)t 
l-:Y,.;y; '-' '-' 
n-O 
a+n,p,X; 
y,ki; 
F 
-n,P'; 
Q> 
Y'; 
t° 
[ 7 7 ] 
ltl<l. 
z 
1-t 
+ 
1-t <1, 
(3.3.30) [ l + - j (1-c-tr ^S 
. . . (c+t)(l-c-t)'c+t 
r(a+n) p 
r(a) ' ^ 
a+n,p,A.; 
Y > ^ ; 
^fi(a+n,l+a-Y-n;n+l;c)^„ 
r(n+l) 
(3.3.31) (l-t)-« 3F 3^2 
a,p,X; 
Y,^ 
z 
. 1 ^ 
_ ^ 
c 
t 
> : 
-0 
<1, |c+t|<l. 
1< F 
"a+ 
1 
zt 
(c+t)(l-c-t) 
z t" 
+ 
cz 
c+t 
<1, 
|z| + | t |< l . 
In (3.3.30), the terms corresponding to n=-l, -2, -3, are well 
defined in view of the relation 
(3-3-32) !^qITi )= '^ i 
a+s4.+a-y+s; 
( 
1+s; 
(a-k)^(l+a-Y-k)^,i, 
k! "^  ^^ ^ 
a4.+a-Y; 
1+k; 
[ 78 ] 
The above identities are valid for all a, p, p*, y, 7', X, \xeC 
such that a, a-y are not integers and y.^ '^ O, -1, -2, 
The type B operators {J^,J',J^} and the corresponding basis 
vectors {f^} satisfying (3.3.1) as well as (3.3.2) are 
j+=tf z—+t z+u+11 
•" \ dz at )' 
(3.3.33) J -= t - i ( zA- t |+u+ l ] , 
and 
(3.3.34) fjz.t) = L<i'::::i,(z)t^  
where L'^"**|J(Z) (1.6.8) are generalized Laguerre functions. 
The multiplier representation induced by the J-operators on the 
space .^is 
(3.3.35) [T(g)f](z,t)=(d+bt)-«-i[a+^j exp [ ^ ] 
f zt at+c") 
•\(at+c)(d+bt)*d+btj' 
|c/at|<l, |bt/d|<l, -7c<arg a , arg d <%, ad-bc=l, and g lies in a 
[79 ] 
sufficiently small neighbourhood of the identity element eeSL(2,c) 
The operators {r, y,P} give rise to the operators {K ,^K",K^} 
K+= Qr^r 3>=t 
a a a~^ 
z—+t—-z+u-|i+(n-X)—r+2 
dz at ^ 'dz-^ 
(3.3,36) K- = 2^'J-SH-' d d z 1—+U-U+2 
az at 
K3 = 2^1j3Sht—, 
oX. 
such that 
(3.3.37) K X = (m-u)h„^.i, K-h„=-(m+u)h„.i, KX=mh^, 
r(u+m+l) 
(3.3.38) h„(z.t) = r(2u^2)r(m:u)^^' r^i 
l+u-m,X; 
2+2u,n; 
Again, 
(3.3.39) 
[K3,K*] = ±K*, [K-^ , K-] = 2K3, 
m 
(K-^ K-+K3K3-K3)h„ = u(u+l)h„ 
If we write h^ (z,t)=Zj„(z)t'", in terms of the functions Z^(z), 
the above relations become 
d , ,X d~ 
z—+(ji-A)—r+m+u-}i-z+2 dz dz' Z rz)=(m-u)Z„ rz), 
(3.3.40) z—+u-^+2-z Z^(z)=-(m+u)Z„_,(z), 
dz 
[ 8 0 ] 
i 2 J j - 1 
z^--y+(2u-2n-z)z—+(^-X)(u-^-m-l)-—j-
dz dz dz 
+(2n+m-u-X)z+(m-2u)(n+l) Z.(z)=0 
The multiplier representation T' induced by the K-operators on 
^ i s 
(3.3.41) [r(g)h](z,t)=S) -1 (b+dt)--'!a4-^]'""exp[ ^^ 
d+bt. 
.(S)h) zt at+c (at+c)(d+bt)'d+bt 
|c/at|<l, |bt/d|<l and g€SL(2,c) lies in a sufficiently small 
neighbourhood of the identity element so that the above expression 
is uniquely defined. 
It has been shown by Jain and Manocha [50] that 
(3.3.42) F=t™oe>2 [l+u+m„; 2+2u, y', -z, t], 
satisfies both 
(3.3.43) (rj-+j3j3-j3) F=u(u+1)F, 
(3.3.44) [J3j3+(y'.2m„-l)j3-r] F=m„(Y'-m„)F, 
while it can be shown that 
(3.3.45) G=t™o (l-t)-'-"-"© e^  jFj 
1+u + m ; 
• ' - z 
2 + 2u; . 1-t 
is a common solution of 
[81 ] 
(3.3.46) (rj-+j3j3.j3)G=u(u+l)G, 
and 
(3.3.47) [j3j3.J-j3+m/-(l+2mJj3]G= -m„(m„+l)G. 
Therefore, by (3.2.6) and (3.2.9), it follows that 
(3.3.48) ,3^; =z^'-lt'^ ^ftw 
l+u-m-:X;l+u+m ,m -u; ^ 
1:1-2 " o ' o ' 
z,-t 
l^  -:2+2U,H;Y'; 
satisfies 
(3.3.49) (K+K-H-K^K -^K )^ &e^ = u(u+l)e3i^, 
as well as 
(3.3.50) [K3K3+(Y'-2m„-l)K3.Kn ^=m^{Y-m^)U^, 
while 
(3.3.51) ^^ = z^ -^ t^ o (l-t)-^-"-"^ ^lio 
fX:l+u+m ;-; ^ 
"' ' - Z 
H:2+2u;-; ^ * 
satisfies 
(3.3.52) (K+K-+K3K3-K3)^<^=U(U+1)^; 
as well as 
(3.3.53) [K3K3-K-K3+m^K--(l+2mJK3] .7<^=-m„(m„+l)^4. 
From the expansions, 
(3.3.54) T(g)^< = Z j ^ h i=l,2, 
[ 82 ] 
we obtain the following identities 
(3.3.55) (l-t)-« V t 
(a:X;-; ,^ 
Z -Q)t 
\,-"-^,Y;Y ,1-t i-t 
=1 
n-0 
Ml 
n! 2^2 
a+n,X,; 
Y;M; 
,F, 
-n; 
CO 
Y'; 
t 
t", ltl<i 
(3.3.56) 1+7 ( l - c - t P F S o-y pl:l;0 ;0 
fV-Y-a;-; 
-zt zt_ 
, ..«._. (c+t)(l-c-t)'c+t 
^ r(Y-a+n) p 
r (y-a) 2 2 
a-n,X,; 
Y , ^ ; 
^F,(Y-a+n,l-a+n;l+n;c)^„ 
r(l+n) 
-<1 , |c+t|<l. 
where the terms corresponding to n=-l, -2, -3,.,.. are well defined 
because of the relation of the type (3.3.32). 
The above identities are valid for all a, Y, Y'. K l^eC such that 
a and Y-CC are not integers and Y. Y'> \^^^-> -1 . -2, 
3.4 Type B Representation tu and Type A Representation Xn 
Consider the representation t u of sl(2,C), 2u not a non 
negative integer. The representation space W has a basis {f^}. 
r 83 1 
mgS={-u+n:n>0}, such that the action of sl(2,C) on W is given by 
rf„=(m-u)f^i, J-f„ = -(m+u)f„.i, J^f„=mf„, 
(3.4.1) 
(rj-+j3j3.j3)f^= u(u+l)f„ 
The type B operators {J^,J',P} and the basis functions {f^} 
satisfying (3.4.1) are ([60]; p. 188) 
H'h' 5 "1 z-u 
at j ' 
(3:4.2) J- = f r ^ ' ^ a t = ,.1 1 z — - t — - u 
^ at ' 
and 
r(-2u)n! 
(3.4.3) fjz,t) = p | ^ Lr-^»(z)t-. m=.u+neS. 
The representation t u can be extended to a local multiplier 
representation T of SL(2,C) on the space ^ of all functions analytic 
in a neighbourhood of the point (z**,t**) = (1,1) 
Thus, 
(3.4.4) [T(g)f](z,)= (d+btr ( a . ^ J e ^ * ( ^ « . f ( - ^ - ^ , i l ^ ^ , 
|c/at|<l, |bt/d|<l, f e ^ a n d g lies in a small enough neighbourhood of 
e€SL(2,C) such that the right hand side of the expression is 
uniquely defined. 
[ 8 4 ] 
As in Section 3.3, the operators {P,J-,P} induce operators 
{K^K-,K3}. 
K+ = 2^ir2>=t 'h'i-'-^'-^^'^^^-^^i^ 
(3.4.5) K- = ^^y& = t-» ' d d , 
K3 = 2^ 1 J^S>=t—, dt 
KX=(m-u)h^i, K-h„=-(m+u)h„.i, KX=mh, 
m' 
(3.4.6) 
where 
(K+K-+K3K3.K3)h„ = u(u+l)h, 
m^' 
(3.4.7) h^ (z,t) = 2F2 2 
-2u,n; 
t", m—u+neS, 
In view of the fact that 
(3.4.8) [K\ K*] = ±K*, [K*,K-] = 2K3, 
we have constructed a new model of irreducible representation tu of 
sl(2,C) in terms of difFerintegral operators {K ,^ K', K^} such that the 
functions h^^^  (z,t) defined by (3.4.7) are basis vectors. 
The multiplier representation T' induced by the K-operators is 
(3.4.9) [r(g)h](z,t) = 3r' (,,,,-(a.£jexp(^; 
[ 85 ] 
f zt at+c"! 
• ( ^ ^ l^(at+c)(d+bt)'d+btj 
|c/at|<l, |bt/d|<l, ad-bc=l and g lies in a sufficiently small 
neighbourhood of eeSL(2,C), 
We can show that, 
(3.4.10) F=v|/2[-2u; -2u, y'; -z,t]e^-», 
satisfies 
(3.4.11) (rj-+j3j3-j3)F=u(u+l)F, 
as well as 
(3.4.12) [j3j3+(2u-Hy'-l)j3.r] F=-u(u-+7')F. 
It therefore follows that 
(3.4.13) .7(f = z^'-if" ^ S 
' -2u:X;-; ^ 
-zt,t 
j ' :-2u,n;-; 
satisfies the differintegral equation 
(3.4.14) (K-^ K'+K^K -^K )^ ^= u ( u + l ) ^ 
as well as 
(3.4.15) K3K3+(2U47'-1)K3-K-'] 3(^-\x(yi-^')^ 
The expansion 
(3.4.16) T'(g) ^f- Z P„(g)h^„, 
leads us to an identity 
[ 8 6 ] 
(3.4.17) ^^13:0 
( Y:>.;-; 
zt,t+c 
\y :n,y;-; 
CO 
=2 
n«0 
n!(Y') 
n 
-nX 
Y»^; 
iF, 
Y+n; 
Y'+n; 
We do not consider type A representation t u since the 
operators defining it do not fit into the fractional derivative 
approach. 
Consider the representation ^u of si (2,C), 2u not a non 
negative integer ([60]; p. 205). The representation space W has a 
basis {f^ j}, meS ={u-n:n=0,l,2,....} such that the action of si (2,C) 
on W is given by 
rf„=(m-u)f^,, J-fm=-(m+u)f„.,, J^ f^  = mf„, 
(3.4.18) 
(rj-+j3j3.j3)f^ = u(u+l)f„. 
The type A operators {r , J", J-^ } here are (3.3.3) while 
(3.4.19) f^  (z,t)=2F, (-n,-q-u; -2u;z) f", m=u-n, n=0,l,2, 
Accordingly, K-operators induced bj' the J-operators are (3.3.7) 
and (3.3.9), while the corresponding basis functions h (z,t) are 
(3.4.20) h rz,t) = z^ '•l 3E 
where 
-n,-q-u,>,; 
2 
-2u,^; 
t", m=u-n, n=0,l,2,. 
[ 8 7 ] 
K^h„=(m-u)h^„ K-h„= -(m+u)h„.,. KX=mh„, 
(3.4.21) (K+K-+K3K3-K3)h^=u(u+1 )h„, 
[K3,K*]=±K*, [K+, K-]=2K3. 
The multiplier representation T' of SL(2,C) in consequence of 
the K-operators is (3.3.15). That is, 
(3.4.22) [r(g)h] (z,t) = 2)-» [(d+bt)« [ a + l j f a - - ^ c(z-i)y 
.(Sh) zt c+at 
(d+bt)(at-c(z-l)) d+bt 
|bt/d|<l, |c/at|<l, |c(z-l)/at|<l, and g lies in a sufficiently small 
neighbourhood of eeSL (2,C). 
(3.4.23) F=F, -2u; -q-u,a';-2u,p'; -z 1 
1-z ' t 
(l.z)q+v, 
is a solution of both 
(3.4.24) (n-+j3j3.j3)F=u(u+l)F, 
and 
(3.4.25) [j3j3+J-j3.(u+a')J-+(l-2u-3')J^] F=u(l-u-3')F 
Therefore, it follows that 
(3.4.26) ^e = z^'-4" ^ia-.o 
'-2u,a':-q-u,X;-;_^ ^^  
P':-2U,M;-; t ' t 
[ 8 8 ] 
satisfies 
(3.4.27) iK'Kr+K^K?-K})^^u{\i+l)^^ 
as well as 
(3.4.28) [K3K3+K'K3.(u+a')K-+(l-2u-p')K3] .3^u(l-u-p')«5if 
From the expansion 
(3.4.29) r(g) e^ f^ = Z q„ (g) h 
n-O u-n» 
valid in a region to be determined by the inequalities (3.4.22), we 
obtain the following identity as a special case 
/ 'O o, ' 
i2:3;0 
(3.4.30) '^lajo 
3,a':a,X;-;^ 1+btl 
y («')n(P)n F 
^ n ! ( P l ^ =» n-O 
-n,a,X; 
i 
a'+n,P+n; 
1 
P'+n, t" 
z 
t 
1 
1 
1+bt 
t 
<1. 
We do not consider type B representation i u since it would 
lead to the identity (3.4.17) again and as such give no new results. 
[ 8 9 ] 
CHAPTER 4 
THE LIE THEORY OF HYPERGEOMETRIC 
FUNCTIONS ARISING FROM fi-tz.T i'-th j'k+l 
4.1 Introduction : 
The focal point for consideration of the Lie theory of a 
hypergeometric function is the differential equation (ordinary or 
partial) of which it is a solution. This is in view of the fact that the 
elements of the symmetry algebra associated with the differential 
equation serve as linear operators on its solution space. 
By using the Lie algebraic technique as in [53], we demonstrate 
in Section 4.2 that each of the functions under consideration turns 
out to be a solution of a system of 4-variable wave equations (a 
wave equation is one of the fundamental equations of mathematical 
physics). 
In Section 4.3, we consider the irreducible representations 
D(u,a), t u [60] and D(2u) of the special linear algebra si (2, c ) and 
R(to,a,n) and tu,^ of the oscillator algebra ^ (0,1) (1.3.22). 
In Section 4.4, we consider one-variable models of 
representations D(0,a), tu, D(2u), R(0,a,co) and tco,)i and we also 
prove a theorem which enables us to upgrade the one-variable 
models to (m+1)- variable models in which the representation spaces 
have basis functions of the form 
[ 9 0 ] 
\ i-l J \ j-k+l . 
In Section 4.5, we introduce a transformation I defined in terms 
of the r-fold integral. Thereafter we give the transforms of certain 
operator expression. Further we state a theorem based on the 
transformation I, which will be instrumental in transforming the 
models of representations D(0,a), tu, D(2u), R(0,a,)i) and t(o,)i with 
. -X 
basis functions 1 - ^ 2i ^ ~ Z J ^ j | t^  into the new ones. In 
Section 4.6, we evolve a technique leading to recurrence relations 
and identities involving hypergeometric functions. 
Define 
(4.1.1) <^f a: 
% A" ^ P.., .P«' 
,Xj,...,X^ 
. 8 J ; 
P.-A.y.-P, rw-P^.y-Z Pi,5- J 3j 
l"k+l >m-t-l J 
J J J r f . . P i - ' n n _ „ ^Ti-Pi-^ X ^^^ r^frn r^ n(i-u.y'-P'-' i -T u. V-'^^r^ j=ktl 
[91 ] 
X 
^ j-m+l J 
Z. = Uj Xj, 
Re Yi > Re Pj > 0, 
Re 3j^ >o. 
V J-P+1 y 
du, du^. 
i= 1, X , r; 
i=l, ,k; 
j=k+l,...,m,....r; 
Re \ f 
>0, Re 
5 - E P J > 0 ; 
and the path of integration is 0<Uj<l, i=l, ,k, u>0, j=k+l,....,m,...,r, 
j-k+l j-m-fl 
The r-variable hypergeometric function defined in (4.1.1) is the 
integral transform of the mathematical expression. 
(4.1.2) (|)(z„....,z )^= 
^-t.J 
i=l 
V i=p+i J 
, Zj = UjXj, under the r-fold Euler 
transformation. 
There are more than 20 known hypergeometric functions in one 
and more variables embodied in (4.1.1) we mention some of them 
1. 2FixFi(a) = 2Fi[-a,Pi; Yp Xj] FJa; ^^; P3; y; Xj, X3] 
=r 
y,,Y 
l,p„P„p3,Y,-P„Y-p,-33J 
[ 92 ] 
X\j\ nuf'-'(l-U.r'-^'-'(l-U,-U3) T-Pj-Pj-1 
l - ^ j X i 
l - U ^ X j - U g X a y duj duj duj. 
Re Yi>Re Pi>0, Re pj^O, Re p3>0. Re (Y-PZ-PB)^^, 
|Xi|<l, i=l, 2, 3, and the path of integration is 0<Uj<l, U2>0, U3>0, 
U2+U3<1; 
2. ^V^ X F2(a)=2Fi [-a,Pi, YI; X J F2[a;p2,P3; Y2. Vs' ^^ 2' '^ sl 
=r 
l3p3„P„y.-PpY,-P,.y3-P3j 
Jo Jo Jo M ' ^ »' 
^ l - U a X j - U g X g duj duj duj. 
Re Y>Re P>0. |x,l<l, jxjl + IX3KI; 
3. FQ (a)=FQ [a, a, a; P,, pj, P3; Yi, Y, T, Xj, Xj, X3] 
=r 
y,,Y 
(^P„P„P3,Y,-p.,Y-p,-p3J 
X (l-UjXj-UjXj-UjXj)'" dUj duj duj , 
Re Yi>Re Pi>0, Re p2>0. Re p3>0, Re (Y-P2-p3)>0, 
[ 9 3 ] 
|Xj|+|X2|<l, |Xi|+|X3|<l; 
4. Fw(a) = Fj^[a,-a,a; Pj, pj, P2; Yp Y2, 72' ' ' i ' ^^ 2' '^ sl 
=r 
-lolo <"''»^"'(1-".>'' ' '"(1-^^)"''"' 
^ l - U j X j - U j X j ^ 
dUjdUj, 
Re yj>Re Pi>0, Re y2>Re p2>0, |X2|<1 |Xi|+|x3|<l, 
5. F^ (a)=Fj^[a,-a,a; pj, pj , P3; Yp Y,Y; XJ, XJ, X3] 
YpY 
vP.'p2'P3.YrPpY-p2-p3y 
xj j j nuf'-(l-u,r'-^'-'(l-u,-U3)^-^'-^'-
tl-u,x,-U3X3j d^i d^ 2 du3. 
Re Yi>Re Pi>0, Re p2>0 , Re p3>0. Re (Y-p2-p3)>0, 
|x,|<r, |x2l<s, |x3|<t, (l-r)s+(l-s)t=0. and the path of 
integration is 0<Ui<l, U2>0, U3>0, U2+U3<1; 
6. Fp (a) = Fp [-a,a,a;Pj,p2,p3;Y,Y,Y; x^, X2, X3] 
r Y 
l^Pj,P„P3,Y-P,-p,-p3^ 
[ 94 ] 
=r 
X jjju:--'u/-V'-(i-u.-«.-«3)^"''"'''''" 
l -u,x, ^ 
X -, du, du, du„ 
Re p,>0. Re P2>0. Re p3>0. Re (Y-Pi-p2-p3)>0, 
|Xj|<r, |x2|<s, |x3|<t, r+s=rs, s=t, and the path of integration 
is u>0, i=l,2,3, and U1+U2+U35I; 
7. FT (a) = FT [-a,a,a;p2,Pi,p2;Y,Y,Y; x ,^ X2, X3] 
=r 
.PpPj,y-3-P,-P 2 7 
X JJ uf'-u/'-d-u.-uJ^-^'-^-
1 - U j X , ^" 
^ l - U . X j - U j X j ^ duj du2, 
Re pi>0. Re P2>0, Re (Y-PI-P2)>0, 
and the path of integration is Uj>0, U2>0, Uj+U2<l; 
8. F/") (a) = F/") [a; P„ ,P„; y, ,Y„; X,, ,xj 
=r 
Y i . >Y. 
VPl 'Pn'Yi-Pi, . Y n - P j 
X r r r nuf'-a-u,)^'-^'-
Jo Jo Jo i.i ' ^ ''^  
X (l-UiXj- -u„xJ-« dUj du, 
[ 95 ] 
Re Y>Re p>0, i=l, ,n, |Xi|+ +|xj<l; 
9. V^^^Ka) = FD<") [a; p^ ,p„; y; x ,^ ,x„] 
=r 
P„ .P„,y-I5.- -P, Vf^ i 1 ""ny 
X n -J "!•"' "'.••'(i-u,--».r' — P - I 
X (l-UjXj- -u„x„r duj du„. 
Re p>0, i=l ,n. 
Re (y-pi" -Pn)^ ^» W'^l' i=l,...-,n, and the path of integration is 
u>0, i=l,.....n, Ui+....u„<l. 
For n=2, F^ °^^  and Fjj^ °) reduce to Appell functions written 
as Fj and Fj respectively. Others which are included in (4.1.1) are 
2F1 [a, p; y; x], 
2F1 [-a,pi;yi;xi] jFj [a,p2;y2,X2], 
Fj [p;-a,a; y; x ;^ Xj], 
F3 [-a, a; pj, pj; y; Xj, x^]. 
It is worth noting that we have established a link between these 
functions with the important Lie algebras sl(2,c) and ^ (0,1). 
Further, it is worth pointing out that as a result of this connection, 
we obtain powerful recurrence relations and identities. For example, 
One of the identities that we obtain is 
/ 
V d . 
1— ax.t 
-P, 
c+at 
1 -
axjt 
c+at 
[ 9 6 ] 
X F, 
c+at -x, t 
Y,Y.Y;P,Pi,p2;5,y,y; d+bt'(d+btXc+(i-x,)at) 
- x , t 
(d+btXc+(l-xJat) 
S ^ m .^ 
n>0 
O C 
p;-n,Y+n;5;-,-
b d F,[-n;P,,p2;Y;x,,x2] 
Likewise, 
w = F2[a;Pi,p2; Yp Y2; ^v ^2] 
which is one of the functions imbedded in (4.1,1), turns out to be a 
solution of the system of difference differential equations. 
( p. 1 
l - ^ v E „ „ V Yi i PiTi 
^ A E X. '^^  
/ axf Yj P'^ ' -"'ax-ax. 
i, j=l,2, i;tj. 
4.2 Hypergeometric Functions as Solutions of 4-Variable Wave 
Equations. 
The hypergeometric function 
(4.2.1) w=2F, [a, P; Y; Z] 
is a solution of 
z(l-z)^+{z-(l+a+P)z}—-apw=0 dz dz 
or 
(4.2.2) dz A dz Jdz\ dz ) w=0. 
[ 9 7 ] 
It follows that 
(4.2.3) w(s,t,u,z) = jFi [a, p; y; z] s«tPu ,^ 
is a solution of 
(4.2.4) K ^ l^ 4)»^ ( a d' z—+u— V dz dUj 
f^^dzlY r5z'^*5t"\ w=0 
The operators 
(4.2.5) 
o = d Z-—+&— 
^ \ dz dsj' 
L'= "(^l^^i 
L r = ^ •H-l-} 
L"Pi' = sut 
az 
generate a 4-dimensional complex abelian Lie algebra. This Lie 
algebra is locally transitive in its action on the manifold with 
coordinates (s,u,t,z) with the exception of a singular submanifold of 
dimension < 4. As in [53], it follows that there exists a coordinate 
system (vj, Vj, V3, v^) such that the operators L'^ ,^ L^, L ,^ L"P^ 
eventually take the form a/avp a/dvj, d/dv^, d/dv^, respectively. 
This gives 
-1 -1 
v. 
v,v. s=—, u=—, t=v, z=-^-^ 
v. v . 3» I V V 
[ 9 8 ] 
so that 
V V 
(4.2.6) w(Vj, Vj, V3, V4) = 2^ 1 [a, P; Y; y^ y^  ] vpv^v^" , 
is a solution of 
(4.2.7) ^^^^ ^^^^ =0. 
Equation (4.2.7) suggests that (4.2.4) is a wave equation in disguise. 
Furthermore, (4.2.6) and (4.2.7) suggest the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2.1. A function F(Vj, Vj, V3, v^,....) expressible as 
hh'iH,'-'iH,''"--'] F = 'Z A(n,, n„)v; " 'v\ - "v, 
n, fl, _ j i . 
V V 
X 2^ 1 [a+Saj nj, p+Zbj nj, y+Zc, n,, -^] 
1 2 
where the aj's, bj's and c/s are either 0 or 1, is a solution of the 4-
variable wave equation (4.2.7). 
4.3 Irreducible Representations of sl(2,c) and ^ ( 0 , 1) 
Let p be an irreducible representation of sl(2,c) on the vector 
space V, and let 
(4.3.1) J3=pa3), r=pa^), J- = p(j-) 
The linear operators {J^, J"^ , J-} satisfy the commutation 
relations. 
(4.3.2) [p, r]=r, [P, J-] = -J-, [ r , j-j = ip. 
[99 ] 
Define the spectrum S of J^  to be the set of all eigenvalues of 
J^ . Assume that the representation p satisfies the conditions. 
(i) p is irreducible 
(4.3.3) 
(ii) Each eigenvalue of J^  has multiplicity equal to one. 
There is a countable basis for V consisting of all the eigen vectors 
of J^ 
Define the operator C on V by 
(4.3.4) c= r j - + pfi-p 
C commutes with every operator p(x), xesl (2,c). Condition 
(ii) of (4.3.3) guarantees that S is countable and that there exists a 
basis for V consisting of vectors f,^ ,^ Pf^=Xfj^. 
Then, as in ([60]; p. 40) 
(A) p€S=>(i) either J*fp=vi/p+ifp+i, where v|/^, is a non zero 
constant, or J'^ fp=0; (ii) either J'fp^ 'Hp Ci . where ri is a non zero 
constant or J"fp=0. 
(B) S is connected in the sense 
S={p+n; n any integer such that nj<n<n2} 
where nj and nj are integers. We do not exclude the possibility 
n,= -oo or n2=oo. In addition, if X,A,+l6S, then M/j^ j^Ti^ +j^ tO, since 
otherwise the irreducibility of p would be violated. 
(C) C=rj'+J^J^-J^=HI, where I is the identity operator on V and \x 
is a constant depending on p. The equation 
[ 100 ] 
leads to the relation 
(4.3.5) y]fjj\^= \i-KX-\), XeS. 
The representation p of sl(2,c) is uniquely determined by the 
constant n and the spectrum S of J .^ However, the non zero 
constants \ , r\^ are not unique. The above discussion leads us to 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3.1. Every representation p of si (2 , c ) satisfying 
conditions (4.3.3) is isomorphic to a representation in the following 
list : 
(i) The representations D(u,a) defined for all complex u,a such 
that a+u, a-u are not integers and 0<Rea<l; 
S={a+n: n=0, ±1, ±2, }. 
(ii) The representations tu, u e c , where 2u is not a non negative 
integer; S={-u+n: n=0,l,2, }. 
(iii) The representations D(2u) where 2u is a non negative integer; 
S={-u+n: n=0,l, ,2u}. 
For each of these representations, there is a basis of V 
consisting of vectors f^ defined for each XeS such that 
j3f,= xf„ rf,=(x-u)f,,„ 
(4.3.6) 
J-f;^=-(?.+U)f;^_,, Cf;^=(rj-+j3j3.j3)fj^=U(U+l)f;^. 
[ 101 ] 
In this Chapter, we consider representations D(0,a), t u and 
D(2u) as described in (i), (ii) and (iii) respectively. 
Let p be a representation of ^0,1) (1.3.22) on the complex 
vector space V. Then the linear operators 
(4.3.7) P=pQ^), r=pQ% J-=pQ-), E=p(j) 
satisfy the commutation relations 
[J^ r]=r, [p, j-i=-j-. [ r . J-] = -J, 
(4.3.8) 
[j.r] = [j,j-]=[j, P] = e 
where e is the 4x4 zero matrix. 
Let S be the spectrum of J ,^ and define 
(4.3.9) C=rj- - Efi 
C commutes with each p(x), xe ^0,1) Assuming that p 
satisfies conditions (4.3.3), we arrive at the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3.2 : Every representation of ^0,1) satisfying (4.3.3) and 
for which E ^ is isomorphic to a representation in the following list: 
(i) The representation R(co,a,n) defined for all ^i,a,co€C such that 
H^O, 0<Rea<l, and co+a is not an integer; 
S={a+n: n=0, ±1, ±2,....} 
(ii) The representations t|i,(o defined for all n,G>ec such that \x^0; 
S={-(o+n): n=0, 1, 2, } 
For each of the cases (i) and (ii), there is a basis of V 
consisting of vectors fj^^ defined for each XGS such that 
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(4.3.10) J% = nf^ i^ J-f, = {X+(o){^,, 
Cf, = ( r J- - EJ) f, = Mcof,,. 
(On the right hand side of these equations, we assume f^ =0 if ^^S) 
4.4 One-Variable Models and Multivariable Models : 
Guided by Theorem 4.3.1 and Theorem 4.3.2, we get the 
following one variable models of representations D(0,a), t u and 
D(2u) of sl(2,c) and R(0,a,|x) and tco.ji of ^0,1) 
Representation D(0,a) 
(4.4.1) J3=y;^, J W ^ , J - = ^ , f, = y \ 
where XeS={a+n: a e c - { 0 } , 0<Re a<l , n=0, ±1, ±2,.. }. 
Operators (J^, J ,^ J'} induce the multiplier representation Tj of the 
local Lie group SL(2,c) (1.3.18), as 
(4.4.2) [T,(g)fl (y) = f ^ ay+c ^  [d+byj 
where 
g = 
Representation 
'a b" 
c d 
tu 
, ad-bc =1. 
(4.4.3) 
J3 = . u + y - , J. = y(.2u+y-), 
-d 
d y "^ ^ J- = X . 4(y)=y'^\ 
r 1031 
where 
XeS={-u-Hi: n=0, 1, 2, }. 
The multiplier representation Tj of the local Lie group SL(2,c) 
(1.3.18) is 
(4.4.4) [T2(g)f](y) = (by+d)2" f 
where 
by+d. 
g = 
a b' 
c d 
, ad-bc =1. 
Representation D(2u) 
(4.4.5) 
J'= - " + y ^ ' J ' = y(-2u+y|;). 
J- = ^ . fx(y)=y u+X 
where 
XeS ={-u+n: n=0,l,2,....,2u}. 
The multiplier representation T3 of the global Lie group 
SL(2,c) (1.3.18) is 
(4.4.6) [T3(g) f] (y) = (by+d)2» f [ ^ ) . geSL (2,c). 
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Representation R(0,a,^) 
J3= y ^ , E=^, r = ny. 
(4A7) J-= d^. fx(y)=y\ 
XeS ={a+n: ae<z;-{0}, 0<Re a<l, n=0,±l,±2,....}. 
Operators {J^ , E, J ,^ J'} induce the multiplier representation T^  
of the local Lie group G(0,1) (1.3.22), as 
[T4(g)fl (y) = e^*(''y '^)f(eV+e^c), 
(4.4.8) g = 
1 ce^  a T 
0 e' b 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
eG(0,l) 
Representation ta),r 
J' = "^-^^d^ '^ E=M, r = ny. 
(4.4.9) J-= ; ^ , fx(y)=y'"^\ 
XeS = {-co+n: n=0,l,2,....}. 
The multiplier representation Tj of the global Lie group 
G(0,1) is 
[T3(g)fl = Q\Xby+')-'^r f (e^y+exc)^ geG(0,l). 
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Now we consider a theorem which will help us in "upgrading' 
one variable models to multivariable models 
Theorem 4.4.1 Let a)==f(y) and 
(4.4.10) y=t 
,-1 
Then 
— = 1 > z. 1 - > 2. 
dy at tr \ jt:, V 5 2 / 
deo ^5(D (4.4.11) 7 1 ^ = ' ^ . 
dy dt i., v^  j . , j< 
Proof. The conclusion of the theorem follows from 
d(o _ dy d(o 
dz "dz 'd^' "" '^ '^ 
n n ^ 
and 
5(0 _ 5y d© 
5t 5t dy' 
where 
dy_ 
52. 
- t 
when n=k+l, r 
Based on Theorem 4.4.1, the multivariable models are as follows 
[ 106 ] 
Representation D(a): ' 
J3 = t— 
r = t 5z. 5t 
(4.4.12) J- = t" dz. dt 
V , ^ 
V i-i y V j-k+i J 
>.eS={a+n: a6C-{0} , 0<Rea<l, n=0, ±1, ±2, }. 
Representation t u 
J3 = . u ^ t - , 
r = t i-i \^  j-i ; — + t - - 2 u 9z. di 
( 
\ 
(4.4.13) J- = = t i-1 V^  >k+i y az, a 
f,(z,, v)=t'^4i-t^,] [i-Ez. 
,-u-X 
i-1 
XeS = {-u+n: n=0,l, }. 
Representation D(2u) 
J3 = - U . . ^ . 
[ 107 ] 
r = « 
,-1 
(4.4.14) J- = = t -1 2Ji-2;z.A_tA 
f,(zi z„t)=t-^y-Z =^i i - Z / j 
i-l 
-u-X 
V M+j y 
XeS = {-u+n: n=0,l,..,2u}. 
Representation R(0,a,^) 
J3 = t - . E=M, 
/" k 
r = pt i-ZMi-S^i ' 
V i-1 j-k+l 
(4.4.15) J- = t'' t — > 2. 1- > z. — at i., V rM dz.. 
k \'^f • ^•*• 
fxC^i^ .z,,t)=tMi-i;^ J i-z-3 
XeS = {a+n: a e c -{0}, 0<Re a<l, n=0, ±l,±2, }. 
Representation ta),|i 
j3 = -co+t-, E=n, 
/ 
r = v^ 
[ 108 ] 
(4.4.16) J- = . -1 t > z. 
/ 
.-a-X 
fx(zi , v ) = H i - S ^ i i - S ^ j ' 
XeS = {-co+n: n=0,l,2, } 
4.5 Euler Transformation and Models involving Hypergeometric 
Functions : 
Guided by the fact that the T-variable hypergeometric function 
.?if defined in (4.1.1) arises from the matiiematical expression. 
V i-1 J \ i-M } 
by means of the Euler transformation (or integral transformation) we 
introduce a transformation based on the Euler transformation and 
then compute the transforms of certain expressions. 
Let V be a complex vector space consisting of all functions 
f(Zi,...,z^) analytic at (Zi,...,z^) = (0, 0) 
Define 
(4.5.1) h (pj, Yj. y, 5. X/) 
= I [f(z„....,z,)] 
=r m r 
i»k+l >>m+l ) 
r-fold w ' w' •' 
/ y - Z Pj-i 
l-Iu 
>**! 
v6- i p,-i 
l - l ^ " j | f(^-'Zr) <Hr....A' 
Zj = Uj Xj, i = I , . - , r, 
Re Y>Re p>0, i=l,....,k, 
Re p>0, j=k+l, ,m, ,r. 
Re Y-ZPiV^ 4 ^ ' 2 Pi >0. 
and the path of integration is 0<Uj<l, i=l,.-,k, u>0 
m t 
j=k+l, ,m, ,r, Z Uj <1, S Uj<l. 
j«k+l J j»m+l 
Then W=IV is an isomorphic image of V under the 
transformation r.f(Zj, ,Zj)->h(Pj,Yj,Y, 5, Xj). 
Now we obtain transforms of certain expressions, under the 
transformation I in terms of differential operators as well as 
difference operators defined as 
[ 110] 
(4.5.2) 
Ep^  h (Pi, Pj, ) = h(Pi+l, p2, ), 
Lp h (P,,P2 ) = h(pi-l, P2, ), 
Apj h (pi, P2 ) = (Ep^-l)h(Pi. P2, ), 
Epjp^h (Pi, P2 ) = EpjPEp^Kp,, P2 )]. 
The following are the transforms under I : 
I Kn = 
3 
u.Af 
'dn. 
I . 
= Pi^ih = X,—h, l<i<r. 
(4.5.3) 
I Fu. u. —fl 
— x^.E„ — h , 
BixE Ah 
m+l^j£r 
du. p.-i^PiYiax. h, l<i<r. 
To obtain models in which the basis functions involve 
hypergeometric functions as defined in Section 4.1, we are guided by 
r 111 1 
the integral representations and multivariable models of these 
functions, we give the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.5.1 : Let p be an irreducible representation of a Lie 
algebra ^ in terms of basis operators {Jj, ,JJ on a representation 
space V with basis functions {fj^ i^A-eS}, and let CT be another 
irreducible representation of ^ in terms of basis operators 
{K,,....,K„} on a representation space W with basis functions 
{hj^ :^ XeS) such that 
1. Kj = Uj l-\ i=l, 2, n, 
2. h^ = If^  , XeS. 
Then p and a are isomorphic. Indeed, the behaviour of the 
commutation relations satisfied by the K's is the same as the J's. 
In view of Theorem 4.5.1, the K-operators {K ,^ K"^ , K"} and 
the basis functions {h :^ X,eS} corresponding to the representations 
D(u,a), t u and D(2u) of the Lie algebra sl(2,c) are 
K^  = IJ3I-1. K+ = m-\ 
(4.5.4) 
K- = IJ-r», h;^  ^ If^ , 
where 
for D(u,a), S={a+n: a€C-{0}, 0<Rea<l, n=0, ±1, ±2,...}, 
(4.5.5) for tu, S={-u+n: n=0, 1, 2,...} 
for D(2u), S={-u+n: n=0, 1 ,2u}. 
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Indeed, 
{K\ K^]=K\ \K?, K-] = -K-, 
(4.5.6) 
[K^ K-] = 2K3, 
and 
(4.5.7) KX= -^x-P 
C'h^ = (K-'K-+K3K3-K3-K3)hj^  = u(u+l)h^. 
Likewise, the operators {K ,^ E, K ,^ K") and the basis functions 
{hj^ i^XeS} corresponding to the representations ^0,a,\x) and tcoji of 
the Lie algebra ^ (0,1) are 
K3=Ij3l-i, E=IEI-H K-' = i r i - \ 
(4.5.8) 
K- = IJ-I-i, hj^ =Ifj^ , 
where 
for ^(o.a, ji), S={a+n:aec-{0}, 0<Rea<l, n=0,dbl,±2,...}, 
(4.5.9) 
for tto, S={-(o+n: n=0, 1, 2 }. 
Certainly, 
[K?, K^]=K\ [K3, K-] = -K-, [K^ K"] = -E, 
(4.5.10) 
[E, Kn=[E,K-] = [E, K3] = (j,, 
and 
K h^^  = (-a)+X)hj^ , Eh,^  = ^h,^ , 
[ 113 ] 
(4.5.11) K-^  \= \i\^,, K-\= Xh .^i, 
4.6 Identities based on Models and involving F^, F3 and j'^i^i'^r 
Based on the foundation laid in previous sections, we suggest a 
method for obtaining some identities 
Identities Involving F^ : 
From model (4.4.12) of the representation D(a), we have 
j3 = ^ i i 
r = t 
d d d 
u , — + U , +t— 
'au, au at 
a a a 
- t — (4.6.1) J- = t-1 [Ui(l-UiX,-U2X2)^^+U2(l-UiXi-U2X2)^^ ^ Q^], 
f;^(Ui, Uj, t) = (l-UiXj-UjX^)-^ t \ 
X6S={a+n; a6C-{0}, 0<Rea<l, n=0, ±1, ±2, }. 
The multiplier representation T of the local Lie group SL(2,c) 
induced by the J-operators is 
(4.6.2) [T(g)fl (Uj, U2, t) 
= f u. u. Jd+btXa+c/tXl-u,x,-UjXj)'(d+btXa+c/tXl-u,x,-UjXj) 
t(a+c/t^ 
' d+bt j ' 
r 1141 
<1, <1, 
c(l-tt,x,-u^xj 
at 
<1, - 7c z arg a , arg d z^ . 
and g= 
a b 
c d 
, ad-bc=l; lies in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 
the identity element e= 
1 0 
0 1 
eSL(2,c). 
Using Theorem 4.5.1 along with transforms (4.5.3), we get 
another model of D(a), 
^^ = '^' 
K- = t((3,Ap+P2Ap^+t-), 
(4.6.3) K- = fi 
i-i V y J 
-P.P. 
< ^ E p / p . + ' ' 2 \ / p , ) - t ^ 
\iK Pi' Y^ t) = Fi [X; Pi, P2; Y; XJ, XJ] t \ 
XeS = (a+n; aec-{0} , 0<Rea<l, n=0, ±1, ±2,. 
Model (4.6.3) gives rise to the recurrence relations 
(4.6.4) p,F, (P,+l)+P2F(p2+l)-K?^-p,-p2)Fi = ^Fi(>^+lX 
(4.6.5) S [P,F,(P,+1)-^^&^2L!:1>F^(P^+2,Y+1) 2 I 
[ 115 ] 
Y 
.^x,F,(P, +1,P, +l,y +l)+5&-x.F,(p. +l.y +1) 
(X+p,+P2)F, = -F,(X-1), 
where 
Fj = F, [X,; pj, pj; Y; X,, XJ , 
and Fj(X+l) stands for Fj with X replaced by X+l etc. 
The multiplier representation T' induced by the K-operators is 
(4.6.6) [r(g)h] (pj, p2, y, t) = [aT(g)r^h)] (pi, P2,Y,t), 
when T(g) is given by (4.6.2). 
Now to obtain identities, it can be shown that 
(*•*•'' "=l ^^t^^'^"*"'^'^'-'''"-'''^"'-
is a simultaneous solution of 
(4.6.8) (K*K-+K3K3-K3)H=0 
and 
[(K3-a)n(K3.a+8j-l)-K^n(K3-a+aj)]H=0. 
Using Weisner's expansion as in [52], [99], we have 
CO 
(4.6.9) r(g)H=Z^(8)Pi[o^+«iPpp2»Y;x,,X2]t°*". 
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We obtain the following as special cases from (4.6.9), 
(4.6.10) [I+YJ [^+T(^-^.>; l^f(l-x,) 
X F, 
x,t x,t 
a,a,a; p.Pj.Pj; S.y.y; t+co, t+to(l-x,)'t+co(l-x,) 
A r(8)r(a+n)r(p+n) ^ 
^ r (a)r(p)r( l+n)r(5+n) ' ' 
a+n,P+n,l+a-y+n 
l+n,5+n 
;« 
.X F, [a+n; pj, pj; y; Xj, X2]t", 
t 
<1, 
a)(l-x) 
t 
<1, 
co(l-y) 
t 
<1, 
t+O) + x,t 
t+to(l-x,) <1, !+© + 
x,t 
t+(0(l+X,) <1, 
(4.6.11) (l.t)« FQ -(Dt X , X j a,a,a;p,Pi,p2;8,Y,y; " ^ . - j T ^ . ^ 
,S ^ . F . 
n-0 n! 2*1 
-n,p 
;o> Fj [a+n; p^pj ; y; x,, Xjjt", 
t<l. (Ot 1-t 1-t <1, 
cot 
1-t 1-t <i; 
(4.6.12) (l-t)-«FG 0) - X ^ - X t a,a,a;p,ppp2;5,y,y; •[I^'-[I^'-[I^ 
[ 117 ] 
•2 ^ - F , 
naO n! 
2 " ! 
a+n,P 
;© Fj [-n; Pi,p2; Y; X^, Xjt", 
IH CO 1-t T 
'S* 
1-t <1, 
CO 
1-t 
l '^ ' 
1-t <1 
In (4.6.10), the terms corresponding to n=-l, -2, -3,... are well 
defined in view of the relation. 
r(a4-n)r(P-ni)r(8) ^ 
(4.6.13) ni™r(a)r(p)r(5+n)r(l+n)' ' 
a+n,l+a+n,P+n 
l+n,5+n 
;(0 
(l+a-k),,^t 
k! <o\V, 
l+a,a,p 
;o 
l+k,5 
In each of the above identities, we find an expression involving 
FQ on the left hand side while the right hand side is a series in 
terms of basis functions of the operator C'=K"^ K*+K^K -^K .^ We can 
reverse this as in [52], in which case we shall get 
(4.6.14) F, [-n; (3,, p,; y; x,, Xjlf" 
= S 
n fn\ 
k>o v * / 
r(l-v+2k) r(l-r+n) 
r( l-v+n+k)r(l-r+k) 
X FQ [-k,-k,-k;r-k,pj,p2;v-2k+l,Y,Y;t,Xi,X2]t-^ 
On the other hand if we consider the model (4.4.13) of the 
representation tu, the identity that will follow is 
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(4.6.15) 
, d) { c+atj V c+atj 
c+at 
X FQ[y,Y,Y;p,Pi,p2;5,Y,Y; ^ ^ 
-x,t - x , t 
(d+bt)(c+(l-x,)at)'(c+bt)(c+(l-x,)at) 
=1 
n-O 
(Y)„r-bt 
n! d j ^ - p;-n,Y+n;5;-,-b d 
bt 
d 
< ; 
aXjt 
C4flt 
X Fj [-n; pj, pj; Y; X^ XJ], 
<!, 
c+at 
d+bt 
x.t 
(d+bt)(c+(l-x,)at) <1. 
c+at 
d+bt 
x,t 
(d+bt)(c+(l-x,)at) <1. 
Proceeding in the same way, we can obtain recurrence relations 
and identities involving all the remaining hypergeometric functions 
introduced in Section 4.1. We consider results for Fj, F3 and 
jFjXjFj . 
Recurrence Relations ; 
(4.6.16) P1F2 (P,+l)+p2F2(p2+l)+(>--3i-p2)F2=>^2(^+l). 
(4.6.17) S 
i-l 
p j ^ (P^+l)_5PAll) F, (p,+2,Y <+1) 
Yi 
_PfeLF,(P^+l,P^+l,y.+l)+Ml!iF,(p.+l,y^4-l) 
Yi Yi 
where 
-(A,+Pi+p2)F2=-XP2(X-l). 
Fj = Fj [k; Pi, pj; yi,Y2;xi,X2]. 
(4.6.18) pi F3 (Pi+l)+p2F3 (p2+l)+Y'(Pi+P2+l)F3(Pi+l.Y+l) 
-:p(Pi+l)F3(Pi+2,Y+l) -^j:^F3(P^+l, P2+I, Y+1) 
where 
+(X-p,-p2)F3=XP3(X+l), 
F3 = F3 [-x,X;Pi,p2; Y; X ,^ X2]. 
(4.6.19) PiFo(p,+l)+p2Fo(p2+l)+ ' ' V . r ^0 (Pi+1' Y,+l) 
x,p,(P,+p,+l) 
Y 
-x,P,(P,+l) 
Y , 
Fo (Pi+2, Yi+l) 
-X.P.P, 
—J^  Fo (P1+1 ,p2+l ,y 1+1 )+(X-p,-p2)Fo=XFo(X+l), 
where 
FQ 2^1 
- ? ^ 4 3 , 
;x, 
Y, 
.F. 
>^,P, 
;x, 
Yj 
[ 120 ] 
Identities : 
(4.6.20) (1-t)-" F / ) - a t X, Xj a;p , |3^ ,P , ;5 ,y^ ,y , ;—, -^ ,^ 
^ n! * ' 
n-O 
-n,P 
;© FJa+n;P,,3j;y,,Y,;x,,xJt" 
W<i» (Ot 1-t 1-t 1-t <1, 
(4.6.21) (l-t)-« F / ) «« « c to x,t x,t a ;p ,p „P j ;5 ,a „a j ;—,y^ , ^ 
t^F 
^ n! ^ ' n-O 
a+n,p 
;o Fj[-n;p,,pj;y,,yj;x,,Xj]t" 
W < i G) 1-t 
Xjt 
1-t 
x,t 
1-t 
<1, 
(4.6.22) Fj [-n; p,, pj; y,, y^, x„ xjt" 
k-o V^Ky 
r(l-v+2k)r(l-r+n) 
r(l-v+n+k)r(l-r+k) 
x F / ) [-k;r-k, pj, Pj; v-2k+l, Yj.yj; t, x ,^ X2]t-' 
(4.6.23) L —77^r^(t+«>) 
neO nK5)„ 
X F^ [pi.Pj, P2; -a-n,a+n, -a-n; y,y,r, TTZ^^i^TTz] 
t+a " t+© 
121 ] 
^ r(S)r(a+n)r(P+n) ^^ 
r(a)r(P)r(l+n)r(5+n) 3*2 
a+n,l+a+n,P+n 
;© 
l+n,5+n 
X F3 [-a-n, a+n; p,, pji r> ^v '^ 2]*"-
(4.6.24) Z -jTTT-^^-^^) nt;, n!(5)„ 
X F M 
X.t XjO) 
pj,p pj; -a-n,a+n,-a-n; YiJi'Yi' T^ ' ^^ ' ^ 
+(D 
^ r(6)r(a+n)r(p+n) ^^ 
r(a)r(P)r(l+n)r(5+n) 3*2 
a+n,l+a+n,p+n 
;(o 
l+n,5+n 
X j F , 
-a-n,p, 
;x, 
.F. 
•a+n,p. 
;x, t" 
^ (a)„(P)„(P,Lfo)x,t' 
-cot -x t X, 
X F / ) [a+n;p+n,pi+n,p2;5+n,Yj+n, y^ ; Y i^ ' - ^ ' j f ^ 
^ n! ' ' n-O 
-n,P 
;© ^F, 
-n,P, 
;x, 
L Yi 
^F, 
a+n,p. 
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CHAPTER 5 
GENERALIZED BESSEL FUNCTIONS AND 
GENERALIZED HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
5.1 Introduction : 
The Hermite polynomials H (^x) (1.6.4) were proposed more 
than a century ago [43]. Since then, they have been recognized as a 
unique tool in both pure and applied mathematics. Hermite himself 
suggested a class of generalized polynomials [44] that are less 
known that they should be and than the ordinary case. Their 
importance has been recognized only recently [22]. [23] and has 
been exploited to deal with quantum mechanical and optical beam 
transport problems. 
The theory of Hermite polynomials has exhibited a slow but 
constant evolution. One of the most complete works on this subject 
is the monograph by Appell and Kampe-de-Feriet [4] which presents 
a systematic investigation providing a unified point of view of the 
various proposed generalized forms. 
Among the successive investigations, we quote the notable 
efforts by Humbert [47] and Gould and Hopper [35] who indicated 
guiding criteria to introduce generalized classes of polynomials 
including those of the Gegenbauer type. 
The theory of generalized special functions has witnessed a 
[ 123 ] 
rather significant evolution during the last years. The reasons of 
interest have a manifold motivation. Restricting ourselves to the 
applicative field, it is noted that for some physical problems the use 
of new classes of special functions provided solutions hardly 
achievable wdth conventional, analytical and numerical means. The 
use of generalized Bessel functions is now a well established tool to 
treat synchrotron radiation [17] and crystallographic problems [75]. 
More recently, just the generalized Bessel functions provided 
arguments to reconsider the theory of generalized Hermite 
polynomials in a more extended context. They have been recognized 
as a crucial element to develop a complete point of view to the 
multivariable [16], [18] and multi-index [19] Bessel functions. Further 
investigations have touched on their orthogonality properties and on 
the possibility of defining infinite variable Hermite polynomials [20], 
[21]. 
Due to the noticeable importance of generalized Hermite 
polynomials and generalized Bessel functions for applications, they 
deserve some interest to get in addition to the results obtained in 
[21]. [26] and [27] further generating relations for these functions. 
Attempts have been made in this direction by Pathan and Shahwan 
[78], [79], Pathan, Subuhi and Ghazala [76], [77]. 
In Section 5.2,' we define generalized Bessel functions and 
mention some of their properties. In Section 5.3, we consider the 
relation existing between the Hermite polynomials of Dattoli et al 
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[16] and those introduced during the early sixties by Gould and 
Hopper [35]. 
5.2 Generalized Bessel Functions : 
The theory of generalized Bessel functions [24], [25] has 
received some attention during the last years, mainly in connection 
with spontaneous or stimulated scattering processes for which the 
dipole approximation is inadequate [85]. To quote a few popular 
problems where generalized Bessel functions play a crucial role, we 
recall the scattering of jfree or weakly bounded electrons by intense 
laser field [86], [9], the spectral properties of synchrotron radiation 
by relativistic electrons passing in magnetic undulator [7] and so on. 
Together with generalized Bessel functions, we introduce the modified 
generalized Bessel functions which play a role analogous to that of 
the conventional modified Bessel functions of the first kind [1], [97]. 
Recurrence Properties of Cylindrical Bessel functions of integer 
order (1.6.1): 
dx 
(5.2.1a) 
T^nW = J„-,(x)+J„.,(x). 
and 
(5.2.1b) J„(0)=5„,o, J„(-x)=J.„(x)=(-l)"J„(x). 
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Modified Bessel functions of first kind and integer order 
£^W = i„-i (^) + V i W ' 
(5.2.2a) 
2n 
•I„W = I„.i(xH„.i(x). 
and 
(5.2.2b) I„(0)=5„,o, I.„(x)=In(x), J„(ix)=i"I„(x). 
From (5.2.1) and (5.2.2), we get the following generating 
relations: 
(5.2.3a) Z t"J„(x) = exp 
and 
aq 
(5.2.3b) Z t"I„(x) = exp ( 0 t+-
Setting t=exp [i(|>], we find the relevant Jacobi-Anger expansion 
00 
(5.2.4a) S exp[ [in <(>] J (x) = exp [ix sin <t)], 
oo 
(5.2.4b) S exp[ [in (j)] I (x) = exp [x cos ^]. 
n«-oo 
Generalized Bessel functions can be defined by the infinite 
series representation 
(5.2.5) J„(x,y) = Z J„.2,(x)J,(y). 
We can prove that 
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(5.2.6a) J„(x,0) = J„(x), 
and 
fJ^ Cy) n even 
(5.2.6b) J„(0 ,y)= |o „ ^ 
Taking the partial derivative of (5.2.5) with respect to x and y, 
we get 
a 
^J„(x,y) = '/2[J„.i(x,y)-J„^i(x,y), 
(5.2.7) 
|;J„(x,y) = •/.[J„.,(x,y) - J^^C^.y)]-
Multiplying both sides of eq. (5.2.5) by n and then using the 
second of (5.2.1), we also get 
(5.2.8) 2nJ„(x,y)=x[J„.,(x,y)+J„^i(x,y)+2y[J„.2(x,y)+J„^2(x.y)]-
The above equations specify the recurrence properties of the 
generalized Bessel functions from which a variety of further 
properties follows. These properties are : 
J„(-x.y) = (-l)»J„(x,y), 
(5.2.9) J„(x,-y) = (-1)" J„(x,y) 
J.„(x,y)=J„(-x,-y). 
A generating relation of the type (5.2.3a) can be derived from 
(5.2.8) straight forwardly. Multiplying both sides of (5.2.8) by t"'' 
and summing over n yields the following first-order differential 
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equation. 
|T(x.y;t) = ^{x(l+^) +2y(t+ ]^}T(x,y;t). 
(5.2.10) 
(T(x,y;t) = £ t"J„(x,y) 
n—oo 
which can be immediately integrated, thus getting 
T(x,y;t) = exp ( A t— M--7 
and setting t=exp [\^], we also derive the generalized Jacobi-Anger 
expansion 
(5.2.11) 
go 
ZJ COS (n^) J„(x,y) = Cos [x sin- ^+y sin 2^], 
zl Sin (n(t>) J-(x,y) = Sin [x sin <j>+y sin 2^]. 
Using also a standard procedure [57], the following integral 
representation can be derived from (5.2.11) 
JnC'^ 'V) ^ 271'^ *^'* ^^^ ^^^^ ^ "^ ^"^ ^ "^ 2(j)-n<t))]. 
According to the series expansion (5.2.1), there are three 
possible Modified Generalized Bessel functions : 
I„ (x,y) = S I„.2,(x) Ii(y), 
/ « - 0 0 
(5.2.12) I„ (x,y) = S J„.2,(x) I,(y), 
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J„ (x,y) = E I„.2i(x) J,(y). 
Using a procedure similar to that used for the J„(x,y), we can 
easily get the following properties of the Modified Generalized 
Bessel functions, 
(a) Modified Generalized Bessel functions of the I„-type 
(5.2.13a) —\rV2 [I„.,(x,y)+V,(x.y), 
and 
(5.2.13b) ^I„(x.y)='/2 [I„.2(x,y)+V2(x.y)], 
and 
(5.2.13c) 2nl„(x,y) = x[I„.i(x,y)-I„^j(x,y)]+2y[I„.2(x,y)-I„^2(x.y)-
Generating relation : 
i"M'-i (5.2.13d) Z t"I„(x,y) = exp 
Jacobi-Anger type expansion (t=exp[i(|)]) 
00 
(5.2.13e) S exp [in<|)] I (x,y)=exp[xcos (|) + y cos 2^]. 
n"-oo 
(b) Modified Generalized Bessel functions of the I„-type 
(5.2.14a) £l„(x,y)=>/2 [I„.i(x,yH„.i(x,y)], 
and 
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(5.2.14b) T-I„(x,y) = V2 [I„.2(x.y)+I„+2(x>y)]. 
ax 
and 
(5.2.14c) 2nl„(x,y) = x [I„.i(x,y)+I„^i(x,y)]+2y[I„.2(x,y)-I„^2(x.y)]-
Generating relation : 
(5.2.14d) E t°I„(x,y) =exp 
ll»-ao l-M''^7 
Jacobi-Anger type exopansion (t=exp [ii|>]) 
(5.2.14e) LI exp [incj)] I„(x,y)=exp[ixsin(j)+ycos 2(j>]. 
n»-«o 
(c) Modified Generalized Bessel functions of the J„- type 
(5.2.15a) |^J„(x,y)=|[J^,(x.y)+J„,,(x,y)], 
and 
f) 1 
(5.2.15b) ^J„(x.y)=2p„-2(x,y)-J„.2(x,y)], 
and 
(5.2.15c) 2n J „(x,y)=x[J „.,(x,y)- J „ i^(x,y)]+2y[ J „.2(x,y)+ J „^Jx,y)] 
Generating relation : 
(5.2.15d) Z t"J„(x,y)=exp HH(--^: 
[ 130] 
Jacobi-Anger type expansion (t=exp [i^]) 
ao 
(5.2.15e) 2 exp [in(j>] J„(x,y)=exp [xcos(j>-iy sin 2^]. 
Possible relations between the various types of Generalized 
Bessel functions are given by the following examples. 
J„ (ix,y) = i"J„(x.-y), 
I„ (ix,y) = i"I„(x,-y). 
5.3 Generalized Hermite Polynomials and Generalized Bessel 
Functions : 
Setting t=e'® in generating relation of the Hermite polynomials 
(1.6.4), we find 
mfl (1)1 (5.3.1) exp [2xe'«-e2«]= Z « ^"n„(2x-l/2x.-l), 
where '"n^( / ) is a Generalized Bessel functions, according 
to the definition 
(5.3.2) ">n„(2x,-l)/2x,-l) = Z i\_^ (2x,.l) <2)jj(2x,.l), 
and 
Jn(x,y) = Z J„.2i(x) J,(y), 
(5.3.3) 
I„(x,y) = Z I„.2,(x) I,(y), 
r 111 1 
with J (.) and I„(.) being the first kind cylindrical Bessel function 
and its modified version, respectively. According to Dattoli et al [16] 
and to equation (1.6.4), we set 
(5.3.4) <'>n„(2x,-l)/2x,-l) = ^ ^ , n>0 
Using the recurrence properties of the ^'n^( / ) function 
[16]. 
( i ) i 
^ >n„(2x,-l)/2x,-l) = 2''>n„.i(2x,-l/2x,-l), 
(5.3.5) 
n<"n„(2x,-l/2x,-l)=2[x<'>n„.i(2x,-l/2x,-l) 
-">n„.2 (2x,-l/2x,-l)], 
those of Hermite polynomials are immediately recovered [57]. 
|^H„(x) = 2nH„.,(x), 
(5.3.6) 
'/2H„(x) = xH„.i(xHn-l)H„.2(x), 
Dattoli et al [16] modified the generating relation (1.6.4) as 
follows. 
(5.3.7) £ ^n('^.y)^= exp (2xt-yt2). 
n-O D' 
thus using the same procedure as before, it has been shown that the 
generalized Hermite polynomials, Hjj(x,y) are linked to the 
generalized Bessel functions by the following relation (n>0) 
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(5.3.8) ^i^=<"n„(2x,-y/2x,-y), n>0 
n! 
and tiieir relevant recursion relations have been proved to be 
-H„(x,y) = 2nH„.,(x,y), 
ax 
(5.3.9) ^ H„(x,y)=-n(n-l)H„.2(x,y). 
H„(x,y) = 2xH„.,(x,y).2(n-l)y H„.2(x,y). 
It has been furthermore shown that the generalized Hermite 
polynomials defined by (5.3.8) can also be derived from 
(5.3.10) H„(x,y)= I ' 3 g ^ 2 x ) - A 
which can be used to further test relations (5.3.9). A Rodrigues type 
formula can also be used to construct the generalized Hermite 
polynomials of any order and it is not difficult to understand that it 
can be cast in the form 
_ .,n/2/ i \n ' (5.3.11) H„(x.y) = y'^ 2(-l) e' '[^)e-^'/t=(xV^ 
A further multivariable generalization of the above polynomials 
has been proposed as follows (n>0). 
(5.3.12) n (2x,-y,z)/2x,-y,z) = H„(x,y,z) 
n! 
where 
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(5.3.13) '*^n (x,y,z/x,y,z) = S U^^^'^) hi^y^^)^ 
" 1—00 
with 
<3.i)I„(x,y,z) = S "'l„.3.(x,y)I,(z), 
(5.3.14) 
^^ '2>J«(x.y,z) = Z "*J„-„(x,y)J,(2). 
It is therefore not difficult to get further relations for the 
generalized Hermite polynomials defined by (5.3.12). 
— H„(x,y.z) = n(n-l)(n-2)H„.3(x,y,z). 
(5.3.15) 
H„(x,y,z) = 2xH„.i(x,y.z)-2y(n-l)H„.2(x,y,z) 
+3z(n-l)(n-2)H„.3(x,y,z) 
and also the following generating relations. 
(5.3.16) S H (x,y,z)^=exp [2tx-tV+2t3]. 
n>0 -nv->^'-' nj 
5.4 Gould-Hopper Polynomials and Generalized Bessel Functions: 
We see that the generalized Hermite polynomials have important 
connections with the already quoted Gould-Hopper polynomials and 
that the formalism behind the generalized Bessel functions can be a 
powerful tool to get further insight on their properties. 
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As already remarked, the Gould-Hopper polynomials have been 
introduced about three decades ago and more recently have been 
extensively studied by Hubbell and Srivastava [46]. Within the 
context of a class of theorems concerning bilateral generating 
functions of Hermite, Laguerre and Gegenbauer polynomials. Two 
different generalizations of the Hermite polynomials have been 
proposed by Gould and Hopper ([35] and [46]) and are based on 
generalizations of : 
(a) formulae of the type (5,3.10) 
(b) formulae of the Rodrigues type. 
In the first case, the generalized Hermite polynomials can be 
derived from 
(5.4.1) H : ( x , y ) = ' l ' ^ ; | ( £ ^ y » x - ' , (m^>0) 
with generating relations. 
«o n 
(5.4.2) E H;;'(x,y)-=exp [xt4yt'"]. 
It is therefore clear that for m=2 and x->2x, y^-y the above 
polynomials reduce to those defined by equation (5.3.10). The link 
of the H" (x,y) with the generalized Bessel functions is however, 
evident and infact, (n>0). 
(5.4.3) S^=<;;n„(x,y/x,y), 
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where 
|n„(x,y/x,y)=|;^-^I„_,(x,yr^J,(x.y), 
(5.4.4) <'">I„(x,y)= Z I„.„,(x)I,(y). 
go 
J„(x,y) = Z J„.„i(x)Ji(y). 
We find therefore 
£H:(x,y)=n H:.,(x,y), 
(5.4.5) ^ H:(x,y)=^^I^H^„(x,y), (n>m) 
H:(x.y) = XH:,(x ,y)+my^|f^ H:.„(x,y). 
The first two relations can also be combined, thus getting 
(5-4.6) | ^ H : ( x , y ) = | ; H:(x,y) 
The second type of generalized Hermite polynomials proposed by 
Gould and Hopper has the form 
(5.4.7) H;;(x;a;p) = (-l)"x-« eP""'! — 1 [x^^e'P'^ '"], 
and it is easily shown that their relevant generating relation is 
00 , n 
(5.4.8) Z H^ (x;a;P)-=x-«(x-t)«exp{p[x°»-(x-t)'°]}. 
naO n! 
It is clear that H" (x;a;p) reduces to the ordinary Hermite 
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polynomials for tf (x;0,l). It is otherwise clear that generalized 
Hefmite polynomials of the type (5.4.7) and generalized Bessel 
functions are linked when a=0; setting m=3 we get indeed, 
(5.4.9) i&p>=">n„(3px2, .3px, 3/33x2. .33x, 3), 
thus finding the following recursion relations : 
|^H„3 (x.0,3) = 6pxnH^^(x;0,3)-3pn(n-l)H;.,(x;0,P), 
(5.4.10) 
^H„3(x;0,3) = (^H:_3(x;0.3)+3x2nH:.,(x;0,3) 
-3xn(n-l)H;;_,(x;0,3). 
In general we have (n>0) 
(5.4.11) H/(x;0,p)= "^n(3{(-l) '^x'"-^}/3{(-l) '=^x"-^}) 
k=0,l,2,...,m, 
where 
(5.4.12) <"n„({x}/{y})=i; I„.,({x})J,({y}), 
\m-0O 
{x}=Xj,x2 ,x„, {y}=y=yi,y2 y^. 
Functions In({x}) and J„({x}) are multivariable generalized 
Bessel functions defined as [16]. 
(5.4.13) ^''''\(x„ X,, X3, X,) = Z (3.2)i^ _^ (^x^ ,x2,X3)I,(x,), 
[ 137 1 
and similarly for Jji'), so that in general 
00 
(5.4.14) I„(Xi.X2. . x j = Z <-i ^'\.„,(Xi,....,x„.i)Ii(xJ. 
The properties of these functions have been discussed in Dattoli 
[16] and their recurrence relations have been shown to be 
^I„({x}) = Vi[U{x})+I„,^({x})], 
2nl„({x})=| sx,[I„.3({x})-V3({x})], 
(5.4.15) 
^J„({x})=»/.[J„.,({x})-J„J{x})], 
2nJ„({x})=Z sxJJ„.3({x})+J„J{x})], 
3(»n/p/(-i)''MLx"'-'=l/p/(-i)'=iH^n..ll 
=1. 
u k! J I k! 
for k=0,l,2,....,m. 
The recurrence properties of (5.4.12) can be therefore easily derived 
as well as those of the second kind Gould-Hopper polynomials. 
As a final remark, we want to stress that the use of generalized 
Bessel functions with many variables allows the extension to 
multivariable generalized Hermite polynomials and this seems to 
provide a step beyond the two variable Gould-Hopper generalized 
Hermite polynomials. 
[ 138 ] 
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